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This is 'an attempt to study the role of monetary and credit

policy in the context of the East African Community. The research
starts off with an introductory chapter on monetary theory and
the extent of its applicability to developing countries. The
theoretical framework is based on institutional and structural

assumptions relevant to developed countries. As the economic

structure of the developing countries is different from that of
the developed countries, these assumptions would not hold in the
context of the former. For this reason the application of the

monetary theory to developing countries is limited. This is not
to say that analytical approaches of the monetary theory are of
no value to the study of the monetary problems of developing coun¬

tries. It is only to emphasize that the assumption of general

validity of monetary theory is challenged by the very fact that

sharp structural and institutional differences do exist between

developed and developing countries.

It is not claimed, here, that the monetary theory is delimited
to the extent covered in this study. But as the study is not pri¬

marily a theoretical one or an application of monetary theory to

developing countries, it is convenient to adhere to the approaches
relevant to our purpose. This is because the principal issue is
to benefit from the theoretical work developed in another context

(namely developed countries) in analysing problems of special

nature. This may require modifications of the pure theory in order
to suit the underdeveloped countries. In tackling this issue,
detailed presentation of the analytical tools of monetary theory
is deliberately skipped over. Only the basic contentions of that

theory are maintained. The idea behind this is to outline the

extent of applicability of monetary theory to developing countries.
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The choice of theory as an introduction to this study arises

from the importance of theoretical knowledge if1 formulating .policy
issues èspecially in the field of monetary economics, where powers

of monetary authorities are almost restricted to management of

credit and money supply. At the same time these authorities are

entitled to assess the impact of their policies on other economic

variables which' cannot he manipulated directly by them - such as

real income, employment and the price level. The analysis of the
relationships among these variables-is the central function of

monetary theory. In chapter one, emphasis is laid on the develop¬
ments of'monetary theory in order to recapitulate the different

aspects that give the theory'its shape and to weave together the
threads of the most controversial subject in the field of economics.

In the light of this theory, we study monetary and credit
policy. In this paper monetary and credit policy is defined as

the measures that influence the supply of money, the terms and
the availability of credit in order to expand or contract the volume
of purchasing power in the economy and hence to reduce or increase

the level of demand.

The scope of this policy is also limited in the context of
the developing countries. Generally, monetary and credit policy
operates on the volume of money, availability and direction of

credit, cost of credit together with the prices of capital assets
and the general liquidity of the economy. Certain tools are used
to carry out monetary and credit policy. Some of them are tradi¬
tional and suit only countries with highly developed monetary and

banking systems. These are the open market operations, cash reserve

requirements and the discount rate. Others are modern tools. They
suit both developed and underdeveloped countries such as direct
and selective credit controls, quantitative controls and special
reserve requirements.
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In East Africa Central Banks are legally empowered to use

all these tools. Their Acts of establishment contain provisions

to that effect. In practice these instruments are used in combi¬
nation with each other, so an appraisal of the effectiveness of
monetary policy will be required. As is known, many criticisms
are levelled against monetary policy as compared with fiscal measures
and direct controls. These criticisms should be examined in order

to assign a definite role to monetary policy in East Africa.

Monetary and credit policy, as outlined above, was not known
in the pre-Central banks' period, but some elements of it had
been introduced by the Currency Board. So a brief analysis of

the monetary system and its operation at that time is necessary

as a backgroucd to the present monetary institutions. It is also

necessary as a basis for comparison between the two periods# As

the object of this study is to assess the role of monetary policy

in a context of economic integration, the analysis of the operations
of the monetary systems in the two periods is very important. This
is because the Currency Board and the banking institutions had

supported the Common Market in East Africa. The end of the Currency
Union and the establishment of seperate national Central Banks
have been accompanied by a persistent move towards the break-up of
the Common Market. Evidently so many factors have collaborated
to bring about that situation. It is intended, in this study, to
reveal these factors in order to see whether the ./change in the

monetary systems has any effect. This will be of value to the ana¬

lysis of the monetary aspects of economic integration and the prob¬

lems of harmonisation of monetary and credit policies in East Africa.

For convenience, this study is divided into five chapter
Chapters one and two cover the extent of applicability of monetary

theory to developing countries and the pre-Central Banks'monetary

system respectively. In chapters three and four a critical appraisal
of the monetary and credit policies is encountered to provide suitable

basis for the analysis of the role of monetary policy in the East
African Community (ch. 5). Tho research, ends with the summary of the
main conclusion.
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Chapter 1 »

The Extent of èpplicability of Monetary

Theory te Developing Countries .

The quantity Theory of Money was developed at the time when the

classical theory dominated the economic scene o The assumptions cf the

latter had, no doubt, influenced the former. In its crudest version,
the Quantity Theory assorted a direct proportional relationship between

the quantity of money and tho price level. Velocity of circulation of money

and the volume of transactions are assumed to be given. The equation
/ 1 \

of exchange MV = PT ' whore V is defined as PT/M implicitly indicated
a constant relation between the quantity cf money and income. This neglects

(2)
the effects of money supply on output and employment of resources. '

The pr< ponents of the quantity theory of money, in their modifications
tc the crude version of it, admitted that quantity of money could cxperionc

largo increases which would net be matched by proportional increases in

the price level. Hie only possible situation where quantity of money and
the general price level are directly related is tho full employment

level. This stage of ful1 employment cf resources means that real output
is constant and increases in tho supply of money necessarily load to

proportional increases in the price level. This is true as far as the
basic assumption of constant velocity of circulation is retained. The

disproportiona.lity of increases in the price level to increases in the

quantity of money which is revealed by empirical studios led to a new

postulate of tho quantity cf money which relato M to income rather than

prices. The hypothesis backing this postulate, is the constancy of the

velocity of circulation or its very small changeability over time which

can be known beforehand.
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The developments in the quantity theory of money resulted in that
under c nditicns of unemployment increases in the money supply need not

he accompanied by proportionate increases in prices- Despite all refinements,
the quantity theory of money retains its essential assertion that "what

really matters to people is not the number cf things called drachmas or

dollars they hold but the real stock of money they have, the command which
those pieces cf paper give thorn over goods and services"

Now, we turn to the Keynosi n contribution tc monetary theory
which is, tc my mind, net only the refutation cf part or all cf the

assumpti- ns cf the quantity thecry but the introduction cf the rigidities
(a)

into the classical model- These rigidities emphasize the attainability

cf underemployment equilibrium,' which challenges the constancy cf the
(5)

velocity of circulation cf mcney and regards it as unstable. The

velocity decreases with an increase in money supply and vice-versa,.

Equally important is the Kemessian thecry cf demand for mcney in

which inc me, current and expected rates cf interest determine the demand
fcr m<ney. This thecry embraces the demand for mcney as an asset beside

the transactions demand- In the classical tradition mcney is enly held

as a medium cf exchange. The demand for iddle balances is almost non

existent- Mcney is held temporarily tc sa.tisfy transactions mctive. In
the Keynesian model demand fcr mcney c. nsists cf transact!, ns, precautl nary
ans speculative demand for money- But the relative importance cf these com¬

ponents is distorted by the assumption cf halving a single interest rate for
all securities. Harry Jinson maintained that "Aggregat! n undoubtedly tends t

exagerate the importance cf speculative, as distinct from the precauti. nary,
demand f<r mcney, since it overlooks the likelihood that, with à wide
variety of equities and fixed-interest securities cf varying maturity
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available, speculation will take the form of movements between secu¬

rities rf different types rather than between secutities and cash"
It is appropriate to mention, here, that Keynes considered bonds as

the only important substitute for money as an asset, but later Keyne-
sians recognised other substitutes such as real assets, bills and
equities as important.

( 7)
The General Theoryv 'builds a model in which saving is a function

of income. It is equal to investment (autonomously determined) which

depends on the rate of interest and the expected rate of profits.

The rate of interest is determined by the supply of and the demand for

money. It is held to have no effect on savings. In this model invest¬
ment has a greater role to play. It generates income which determines
both the level of savings and the level of consumption. The latter is
a stable function of income.

Investment is the base of the Keynesian multiplier. Its increase
leads to an increase in income. As saving is a function of income,
it will also increase. So the simple Keynesian Multiplier is the re¬

ciprocal of the marginal propensity to save. It is described as a

"logical theory''of the multiplier', which holds good continuously,
without time-lag, at all moments of time".^ This is not true be¬
cause it excludes the consumption and production lags but it is in

conformity with the Keynesian Static, aggregative model. The multi¬
plier theory hás some relevance to monetary analysis because in the

Keynesian approach saving and investment are always equal and this

equality is Drought about by changes in income — (through the multi¬

plier) — rather than by changes in interest rate.

In the modern theory of the rate of interest the equilibrium
between saving and investment is achieved by both income and the rato
of interest. It is shown that in the classical model the rate of
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interest is assumed to be completely flexible. Its changes bring

about the equilibrium between savings and investment. There are

other implicit assumptions which are necessary for the rate of

interest to equate saving and investment. The capital market is
assumed to work under conditions of perfect competition. Also
savers are held to'save more at higher rates and less at lower rates
while investors invest more at low rates and less at high rates.
The rate is thus positively related to savings and negatively to

investment i.e. high interest rates induce more saving and less
investment and vice versa in cass of low rate of interest. It is

assumed, further, that money is demanded to finance new investments
and that there is no demand for idle balances.

The loanable fund theorists introduced two elements into the

classical theory of interest. These, are the 'new money' in the

supply side and hoarding in the demand side. The supply of and
the demand for loanable funds determine the rate of interest. The

former consists of savings and net 'new money' while the latter
consists of investment and net hoarding.

Another approach to the determination of the rate of interest

is expounded by the General Theory where the rate of interest is

determined by the speculative, demand for money and the amount of

money available to satisfy that demand. Later refinements of this

approach led to the Keynesian theory of demand for money in which
the influence of interest rates upon savings is eliminated. In
this approach any discrepancy between saving and investment initiates
income changes which ultimately restore equilibrium between them.
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The modem theory combines the classical, the loanable fund
and the Keynesian approaches. In this theory equilibrium between

savings and investment is achieved by both income and the rate

of interest. It stipulates that increases in investment lead to

increases in income through the multiplier. As saving is a func¬

tion of income it also increases. The increases of investment

and income raise the level of economic activity and increase the

demand for money. This raises the rate of interest which will

lead, to more savings and less investment. And by this equilibrium
between savings and investment will be attained.

The relationship between saving and investment has been the

source of much controversy in the economic theory. According to

the classical theory, equilibrium is achieved when saving and
investment are equal while, in the Keynesian theory saving and
investment are always equal and this equality can occur at diffe¬
rent levels of employment.. Another group of economists introduced

period analysis and treated saving and consumption in any period
as dependent on the income and investment in the previous period.

The amount invested in the previous period is held to generate an

equal amount of saving in the -current- period.

■ Now, it is. high time to bring together what has been said
so far. . The variables discusssd (saving, investment and consump¬

tion) are the main determinants of income. .Saving is influenced

by the propensity to save of the community, the level of income
and the rate of:interest. Its identity with investment holds in
the economy as a whole. For sectors within the economy this

identity may or may not hold, because some ssctcrs may spend less
than their total earnings while others may spend more. In some
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cases such as ploughing hack of profits by firms or investment in
"' the subsistence sector saving and. investment will be identical.
This may indicate that saving is influenced by investment. This
is true but only in this limited extent. Generally savings deci¬
sions are totally unrelated t# the requirements of investment..

On the otner hand investment is influenced by the rate of

interest, the marginal efficiency of capital and the entrepreneurs'
expectations "about the level of economic activity in the future.

The investment expenditures together with the consumption expendi¬

tures determine the level of employment cf resources.

As it is shwon in the foregoing analysi^ the rate of interest
influences both saving and investment. For this reason the rate of
interest is very important in the monetary theory. -Theoretically,
it affects the behaviour of the most important variables in the

♦

determination of income. The effects of the rate of interest on

economic activity vary according to the structure of the rate e.g.

short-term rates of interest effect the cost of holding goods because
an increase in the rate means an increase in the cost of holding
stocks. But as the interest charges represent a small portion of
the total cost of the stock, the effect "will not he great# The

long-term rates affect the investment decisions but also this effect

is very small because a large part of investments is either financed
- f i *--' '•

from internal sources or finauced by the Government where, the mar-

ket rate if interest has no influence at all.

The long-term and^the short-term rates tend to move.in the same
direotion.Speculators substitute long-term for short-term.securities
or vice versa in order to obtain greater benefits. Usually the
lécg-torn rhio is higher than the chort-t.erm rate# The risk.involved

in the former is greater due tê the length of the period. But
sometimes the short—term rates may be higher than some long—term
rates. In general the structure of the rate of interest is very
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important since there are specialized institutions dealing with

treasury "bills, stock exchange securities, Government securities,
Consols etc. of different maturities and rates.

The importance of the ra^te of interest has "been stressed
in the Radcliffee Rep«rt(^) which maintains that the liquidity
structure of the economy can "best be influenced through the

changes in the whole interest rate structure. This will be dis¬

cussed later when we deal with interest rate policy and its liqui-
• t

dity effect. What is relevant, here, is that Radcliffee Report
emphasizes the importance of the liquidity structure rather than
the quantity #f money. This is because the ability to spend on

goods and services depends, on the general liquidity of the economy

and not only on cash or bank deposits. The availability of idle
balances together with different types #f asssts which are close
substitutes for money can render any control over money supply
as less effective. This view is clearly expressed in the follo¬

wing quotations

"Though we don't regard thé supply of money as an unimpor¬
tant quantity, we view it »nly as part of the wider structure of

liquidity in the economy. It is' the whole liquidity position
that is relevant t» spending decisions, and our interest in the
supply of money is due to its significance in the whole liquidity
picture. A decision to spond depends not simply »n whether the
would-be spender has cash of 'money in the bank', although that
maximum liquidity is obviously the m»st favourable spring-board.
There is the alternative of raising funds either by selling
an asset or by borrowing; and the prospect of a cash' flow from

future sales pf a product both encourages commitment beyond imme¬

diately available cash and makes borrowing easier» The ease

with which money can be raised depends on-the one hand upon the
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.

,(i ,.:i 4 • j'i. . "V •• :• ï- . . . N

composition of the spender 's assets and on hiS*borro#iftg-power
and on the other hand upon the methods,*moods and resources of
financial institutions and other firms which are prepared (on
terms) to finance other people's spending. j; -

The main contribution of Radcliffee Report to monetary theory

is, to my mind, the rejection of the Quantity Theory by emphasizing
the general liquidity effect. The Report also rejects the Keyne-
sian division of debt. into." money and homogenous bonds.,by,, showing
the elaborate financial structure of the British economy and their

operations through a large number of heterogenous bonds.

In order to soo-whether the theory developed in the foregoing

analysis suit the developing-countries or not it is'necessary to
describe briefly the-salient-features of these economies. Under¬
developed countries are generally characterized by the predominance
•f agriculture. Its share in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is

elfe'

large e.g. : it is 32.8, 39.6 and 53.8 per cent in Kenya, Tanzania
• ( 11 )

and Uganda respectively.v ' The product per head, which is mainly
derived from agriculture, is very low. It is slightly above £30
in East Africa.- The consequence of lfw per capita income is the
low rate of savings and investment. As productive capacity of the

economy depends on investment, it will also, be low.

At this stage of development, the underdeveloped countries
are economically dependent. This is clear in their foreign.trade
orientation. It is shrwn in ch. 2•that "both imports and exports

account for a high portion of the (GDP). .Exports, which are the
major source of income, are mainly agricultural produce.
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Another im;#*rtant •stnmctural factor is the existence of a

large subsistence sector. The following table (Table 1) shows
the relative shares-of the subsistence sector in the GDP of Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda. It also,indicates the growth of the monetary

economy in these countries.
- - , ir-T-Vï : • % ' ; • , ■ .

Table (j)

Total Product outside Monetary Economy

as a per cjnt of GDP

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Kenya(i) 27.0 N.A 25.7 25.6 24.6 24.0 , 23.3

Tanzaniai11) 32.7 32.2 . 31.3 30.8 30.0 28. 8. 28.4

Uganda^^ 31. 7 31.8 30.6 30.8 31.1 29.Q 3O.4

Sources Republic of Kenya s Economic Survey 1971. k
United Republic of Tanzania : The-Economic
Survey 1970-1.
Uganda ï Background to the Budget I97O-7I

(i) GDP at constant (196A) prices

(ii) GDP at factor cost (1966) prices.

Rote : N.A« Not available..

The significance of. these .features for the question cf

applicability of monetary theory to underdeveloped countries
is shown in what fellows. : . - *

In underdeveloped countries, generally, there is no diversi¬
fied excess capacity in the short-run. An increase in the quantity
of m»ney leads*t* an increase in imports and the price level
without increasing the output. This situation is similar to that
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propounded "by the Quantity Theory of Money where increases in the
quantity of money lead to proportionate increases in prioes. As
indicated earlier the output in the* quantity theory of money is
assumed to.be fixed because "all resources are fully employed in

accordance with the classical tradition. In underdeveloped countries

prices increase with the increase in the. quantity of money due to
the shortages in capital and skilled labourers. The output in
the short run is not responsive to increases'in demand. It is

argued that "even if excess capacity exists, many-^f the complemen¬
tary resources needed to expand output may be in short supply^^,
So the reason Ufehind this relationship between the quantity},*f

money and 'the level of prices .differs from that given by fhe Quantity
Theory of Money.

. t .In this theory velocity of circulation is held to be constant.
Put'there are so many reasons for regarding velocity of circulation
as unstable in the developing'countries and as such the Quantity

The»ry of Money will not hold in these countries.

As well known that the subsistence sector® of these economies

are gradually diminishing and mor.e activities are brought under
the monetary economy. At the same time financial institutions are

growing with the growth of the economy. Great efforts have been
made by commercial banks to spread banking habits and to mobilize

savings. Other financial intermediaries are emerging indicating
the possibility of having more mon^ substitutes. Recently, the
issue of Government Securities and Treasury bills as instruments

for domestic government borrowing introduced.some elements of capital
and money markets in these countries. Due to all these factors

the relationship between money, money sibstitutes and idle money

balances has undergone many changes. The effects of these changes
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have ."been accentuated, further, by the Government policies of
income redistribution. Nowadays, in almost all underdeveloped
countries such policies are adopted in order to reduce the sharp

inequalities between wealthy and poor classes. This income redis¬
tribution stimulates more demand for goods and services and, of

course, more transactions demand for money.

In a'ddition, the changes in the structure of output, the
composition Sf population and the rat© of inflation which accom¬

pany economic growth are likely to affect the income velocity of
cilculation. In the developing.countries the:instability in the
if : e

economic, political and social systems is ais» held to account
for the variability in the velocity of circulation. As t* the
economic structure the seasonal demand for cash which is affected

by the size of the crop and the pattern of production, and the
. fluctuations in the export proceeds are behind the year-tf-year

fluctuations.
_ These factors collaborate to produce changes in

the velocity of circulation. They invalidate one of the bePsic
"

4, '
assumptions »f the Quantity Theory of Money. ;r

'

The Keynesian theory, likewise, will not hold in underdeve¬
loped countries. It emphasizes the importance of investment as

• . ' ' ' : -í • -,.......

a major determinant »f income. In underdeveloped countries the

level of investment is Í»w and its changes do not affect the level
of. income appreciably. In terms of the vicious circle' Of"poverty,
the low; per capita incème means low capacity for savings^ ^),
As saving is an essential precurã»r of investment, the volume of
investment will be low. This situation is exactly opposite to
that of the developed countries where the capacity for saving is

high due to high -income levels.
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The saving—investment relationship in the classical sense

(in which savings decisions are held to he identical to investment
decisions) may he true t# the subsistence sector hut it d#esn't

apply"tf the whole ecfnomy. Some institutions or individuals may

have surplus i.e. more receipt than expenditures while others are

in deficit. In underdeveloped countries where large subsistence
sector exists and most businesses are self-financed the equilibrium
between saving and investment is less important than in developed

cfuntries. In the latter savings of the surplus units find their

way t* the deficit units through specialized institutions. In the
former such facilities are still in a rudimentary stage. So a dis¬

crepancy between savings and investment will not have the same effect

as in developed countries because initially savings are not mobilized
t# meet investment expenditures •

The K ynesian multiplier which is based on investment as a

main determinant of income will n*.t be relevant to underdeveloped
ctuntries.• Sinoe the value of exports in these countries is more

important than the volume of investment, the changes in inc»me are

associated with changes in the value of exports rather,than the level
of investment. In developed countries investment (through the mul¬
tiplier) increases the level of economic activity by attracting idle
capital and labour intt( production. The multiplier theory is built
fn this assumption of slack in the economy. This is not the case

in underdeveloped countries where there is a shortage of capital
skilled labourers, and as pointed out earlier, output cannct be

expanded in the short run to meet the. increasing demand initiated
by investment. The Keynesian theory emphasizes the importance of

money as an asset and later extensions of the theory recognize a

wide range of money substitutes. In underdeveloped countries the .

availability of money substitutes is highly restricted by the absence
of developed money and capital markets.. And for the same reason the

emphasis laid by by Radcliffe Report on the wider structure of liqui¬
dity and the rate of interest is not of much importance to undeveloped
crantrios.
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The rate of interest, for example, has no or little effect
on the decisions of farmers .to borrow specially when, credit is

required for social purposes? Small farmers oftenly resort to
loca# money lenders since they cannpt#support the costs.of.speds,
cultivation and also other r.on-productiv§ social expenses. - They
borrww under exorbitant terms. The cost of credit does not matter

as there are some obligations,to be met. The rate of interest
has also negligliblp. effect in the .subsistence sector, where . invest¬
ment is self-financed. The same is true for.the majority of

expatriate companies which either plough back profits or .reljf on
their head offices abrrcad. for credit* ;.So the- scope of interest

rate policy is. limited in the developing countries context. >-•,

It is, however, necessary to link the monetary theory deve¬
loped in the foregoing discussion with the conventional central
bank policies. The assumption of stable velocity of circUlalron
seems to be crucial for. the conventional monetary policy. The

latter, by varying the.quantity of money, reduces the inflationary
or deflationary pressures in the economy. According t° thev:Quantity

Theory of Money stability could be preserved by varying the- quan¬

tity of money. As the velocity of circulation is assumed constant,
the variations in the quantity of. money would produce the desired
effect, on the price level and the national income.

•tot
. ,'v...

The rate of interest is held to be* réspensive to the changes
in the quantity of money. I:i this case1 the traditional tools %f
monetary policy which affect the quantity Of money ahd the rates
of interest will be effective. But with the introduction of the

rigidities to the classical model the rate of interest may not fall
below'certain level e.g. due to a liquidity trap or in other cases

where the reduction in the interest rate may not stimulate invest¬
ment. Monetary policy, in such'cases, is not- effective and is
Unlikely to restore stabili+J in the economy.'
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In the developing countries the instability of the velocity
of circulation and the relative inefficacy of the interest rate

render the monetary policy on traditional lines less effective.
• -Op'."; - . ... . .

This is as far as the implications of the theoretical' aspects
are concerned. In chapter 3 the limitations impossd on the mone¬

tary policy by the economic and financial structures of the East
African countries will be discussed. As a background to that the

elements of monetary policy introduced*'in the last phase a the
East African Currency Board are reviewed in the following chapter.
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Ch. 2.

The Pre-Central Banks' Monetary System

The East African Currency Board was established in 1919 "to

■issue currency in exchange for and to redeem this currency'against
sterling.^ Although it experienced so many developmènts, it
remained passive with regard to money supply. It is argued in
this, context that the Board and the financial institutions did

not,create any special relationship between money supply, imports,

ejcp«rts and the gross domestic product. The structure of the East
African Economies.has brought about certain connections between
these variables; The ratios of the exports and imports to gross

domestic product were relatively high. Exports ranged from 19«9
to 24.5 pei" cent, and net imports from 19-2 to 25.0 per cent in
1961-66. The share »f foreign trade in the GDP of the three East

African Countries ranged from 39« 2 to 49»3 per cent. These ratios
do not include inter-territorial trade. Table (2) shows the East
African external trade as a per cent of the gross domestic product
in (1961 - 66).

Table (2)

Domestic exports and Net imports as. per cent of

Gross Domestic Product (at market prices)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
Domestic exports 20.7 19.9 22.9 24.5 21.8 24.3

Net imports 20.9 19.3 19.2 19.4 21.8 25.O

Source : IMF : Surveys of African Economies volume 2, 196
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The dependence on foreign trade is clearer if figures for each

country are considered separately.. The following table (Table 3) shows
the share of foreign trade (both experts & imports) in the monetary gross

domestic product of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania :

■ Table . 3,

Export's and Imports as a per cent of monetary .GDP^^^
. —, • I96I 1962 Ml .1964 1965

Kenya 75.5 "77.1 79-9 78.6# 82.0

Uganda 59-9 59U 65.3 68.4 66.9
Tanzania 71.5 69.1 70.1 67.4s • 64.7

Sources : Republic of Kenya, : Statistical Abstract 1969 <& Economic
Survey., 1966.
The Republic of Uganda : Background to the Budget 1970-71°
The United Republic of Tanzania ; Statistical Abstract 1966.

»(i) HDP at. factor cost (current prices). *
*'• ••• J • ■ -t, . ■

• ■ ,7 ■ .••• J ■ . . •.•!_•
^ ... J,

These high shares of foreign trade in the gross domestic product imply
that changes in the level of external transaction's would be the most importan"
determinant of gross domestic product and money supply. In such a situation
an increase in export proceeds leads tc increases in the. government revenue

through taxes 'and to more expenditure to meet development requirements. At

the same time, these increases in expert proceeds increase the revenues cf
those engaged in the expert trade and more expenditures -.are likely to follow
due to increases in personal, disposable income's. It is obvious that mere

private and government expenditures will generate more incomes and accentuate
further the increases generated by exports.
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As regards the hanking sector, a favourable trade balance
increases banks' net foreign assets and augments their liquidity
and capacity to grant credit facilities to the private sector.
The increases of public and private revenues from exports are

likely to initiate increases in transactions demand for money

which ultimately leads to more demand for bank credit. Thus

exports in East Africa, in the period under consideration, repre¬

sented a' main source of GPP and economic activity. Deficit trade
balance will probably here contraction any effect. The large
shares «f imports in the period 1961-66 indicate that high por¬

tions of the net increases to national income were spent on imported

goods,4 .

In the period under review the relationships among the vari¬
ables discussed were affected by some factors at work in that

period. In the early 1960's the uncertainty about the political
and economic future tf the three territories led to capital out-

flfw which was reflected, at least, partially in the increase in
the advances to private borrowers and in the decline of tftal

deposits. Banks at that time were net borrowers from abroad.

So far emphasis has been laid on exports. But this does not

mean that other factors associated with balance of payments are

not important. On the contrary, uhey did have considerable effect
on the level of economic activity in East Africa. But in this

period (.1961-66) those factors showed a continuous decline e.g.

the balance of invisible items was in deficit^The net inflow

of private and official capital als* declined due t* the political
and economic uncertainties referred to earlier.
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Still, the importance of exports as a main generator of
national income in East Africa deserves this emphasis. Because
Export proceeds do not only increase GDP directly hut they also
increase it indirectly through the multiplier process. Some of
these proceeds will he spent on locally produced goods- and services.
This spending will create more incomes to the producers of those

goods and'services who increase their expenditure. The process
■ continues until the effect of the initial increase of income dies out

For this reason, in the context' of East Africa the value of
exports is the hass of the multiplier rather than domestic investment

From this discussion we come to the conclusion that the econo¬

mic structure of the East African economies was responsible for

the link between the balanço of payments and the supply of money.

The role "of the East African Currency Board in that context was

described as passive because it was not empowered fo. influence

money supply. This passivity was attributed to the automaticity
of thé system. In fact the Currency Board had departed - to some

extent - with its automatic functioning as a mere sterling .exchange -
standard system. It began to issue currency against Government

securities, treasury bills "and; agricultural paper. "The ability
to issue curreney, within defined limits, against local securities,

4 "i" -1* ' " '

changed the character of the Currency Board to some, extent,-.though
the ûse of these powers was at first a matter of fiscal policy of
the' governments rather than-a measure of monetary policy".But
later on the introduction of seasonal loans to banks "includá* an

element of monetary management as distinct from permission to -lend
money to the government.. Moreover in an economy such as East Africa's
where the* seasonal movement of crops is an important element in

monetary demand, this particular kind of monetary management i's

highly appropriate".(1 ?) ...
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"

Th as the Éast African Currency Board departed -:to that
extent •- with its automaticity and its currency was. no -franger

fully hacked by sterling as bcfcre. The effect if these, develop¬
ments oh money supply was primarily- the. augmentation of" hanks

liquidity to meet the seasonal demand for cash.- But this facility
was actually' an access to money whioh might he deposited with hanks
•ët drawn in cash and in both cases mbney supply would- be increased.

Now we turn to commercial hanks in that situation. Table (4)
shows that banks1 overseas position generally deteriorated when
more advances'were granted to the private ssctor. In : 1960 the
commercial hanks were net borrowers from their head offices. Their

net indebtedness abroad amounted to £E 6.0 million in December

I960. The deterioration in net foreign assets in that year was

due to the capital outflow which had been financed - to "some extent

by banks' credit. This was reflected in a'rise of bank advances
to the private sector from' £EA- 63.-8 in December -1959 to £EA 7O.2
million in December, I960, Also in 1964 when the rati# if advances
to private deposits continued tó rise from 87.1% in Decomtfer 1963
to 104". 6% in September 1964, bank's-not overseas position, conti¬
nued to deteriorate and their indebtedness rose from £EA 2'-.4 to

£EA IO.7 million. This indicates that banks were used tc; borrow

from their Head Offices abroad in order to extend more advances

to their customers* Such access to funds enabled banks to cope

with'the■East African conditions and helped to smooth the effects
•f capital- flight and"'fluctuations in export proceeds» Neèdless
to say that without this link between East -Africa'1s Commercial
Banks1 and'their Head Offices abroad, it would have "been very diffi¬
cult for hanks to meet the needs"of the East African economy. The

Currency Board helped fn this -direction by maintaining"-fixed parity
between the East African Currency and the -pound sterling." So the
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Commercial Banks in East Africa :

sits, advances and net overseas funds

(in £SA millions)

1959 I960 19 6 1 1962 19 6 3 19 6 4 19'65
1
•
• Dec. s Maroh: June: Sept: Dec.: March: June Sept : Dec,

----- =*■

March June: Sept: Dec.: March: June :Sept :Dec.
I ----- *

March
B " ' "■

June: Sept Dec. March June ■:

)Government Deposits 12.2 I 12.2
•

*040 0

11.4Í 8.9! 11.5Î 10.9,.'! 11.6• 0 • u.#
15.9 J19»1 ( 24.2

• • « •

24.9Í 24.8; 28.6; 27.0 ; 31.5
0 • • •

4

f 28.4 28.2 31.3

•

35^5! 44.5
•

41.0 46.3 5!.3 ;
• Government Advances
•. . .. — ..... . . -

't

4.8 ■: 6.1

-• • • 0 •
• • • •

6.1: 4A7: 5.5: 5.2 : ■ 7.0 12.3 : 13.1 =15.7

• •• -B ••
• • 4 0

I6.5: 16.2: 15.4: 15.9: 16.8- 20.5 18.3 18.5 '

a
•

I8.5: 28.2 27.1 -31.0 33.4 ■:

îRatio of Advances
ï to deposits

- i :
39*3 î 50.0,

•

f.
53.5 52.8

fo.
47.8

fo .

47 «7 .

- -

c*

60.3
i° -

77.4 .

%
68.6

. 64.9

rif '•
/° 7° •

66.3; 65.3
•

fo.
53.8

f
58.9 53.3

4

72.2 .

f.
64.9

f .

59.1
fo.

52.I
:

63.4
f

66.1

(Si

67.0
fo Í

65.1
a

: Private Deposits

•4
•

87.3 : 86.4 ' 8O.5 74.8
—— H

75.1

75«8 80.7 81.9
—<

61.6

78.3 81.6 ' 78,1
•

76.2a 78.1 !. 84.4 88.4 83.5 88.-1 93.2 91.2 87.8 93-2
'

93.0 88.5
•

83*6 :

I Advances to the
] private sector 63.8 67.O . 70.8 70.2 64.I ' 63.6

. 1__ nj

65.I 64.O 60.6 66.2 69.7 72.8 74.0

— ..

75-3 ^ 81.2

fo.
87.I

85.7 87.8 97-5 93-6 90.8

•

-•
•

89.2 ;
•

îRatio of Advances
i to deposits

f .

73.1

f -

77.5

ef
/° •

87.9

4/c •

100.4

4/°

92.6
fo .

79.4

fo
75.2

4/° ■

81.2
fo .

79-8
fo .

81.9
)0

79.6
/O

84.8

of 5 el
i0 .. /o .

•

82.6: 82.4

4

88.6

4/o -

85.5
f

94.0

f.
100.0

f° .

104.6 100.6

36!
102.6

1° \
0

106.7 :

: Ratio of total advances 'ï fo
ito total deposits : 68.9

f i % ■
74.1 • 83.7

•

fo : f>
95.3: 86.7

- #

fo
75.7

7°
73.4 '

fo
80.6

fo
77.7

36 '
77.9 ■

of
/0

76.3
4/0

80.1

»

fo : #
75-3: 76.9

4/o
78.9

fo
82.2 ■

fo
82.0

fo
85.1 ■

*
86.2

fo
91-3 90.1

f
90.4

fa •/° •

90.9 •:

jNet Overseas Funds : 12.1 : 8.1 î -2.1
•

-11.4: -—620 3.2 7.0 3.6 4.5 5.9 2.4 2.a 6.4: 7.1 2.8 1.0 -2.4 -4.3 —6.4 -10.7 -8.8 -8.7 -6.3 :

Source : East African Currency Board Annual Reports I96I — 1965»
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1961-66 period was characterized by .high ratio of advances to deposits

(see table 4)* This was contrary to the situation earlier when banks
invested the surplus funds collected in East Africa abroad because of

the lack of suitable local opportunities for.investment• This reverse

position may be attributed to the growth of the economy and in certain
cases to the capital flight which was financed partly by bank credit

and partly by more withdrawal' of deposits»

Some factors behind the high credit'figures are given in the East

African Currency Board Report (June, 1964)» "The causes appear to be
varied. One was undoubtedly the much larger values of produce that
had to be financed : another was some delay in the movement of this

produce, due either to transport difficulties or to reluctance, of growers
or marketing authorities to sell at prevailing prices. Another and
more permanent cause of the growth of credit related to borrowing by
local concerns who had previously financed themselves in London or else¬

where". .

Banks were enabled to extend such high credit figures by their con¬

nections with Head Offices Abroad, the Currency, Board crop finance faci¬
lity and the Government deposits kept with them. Although Government
Accounts were kept with certain banks but their extent in augmenting
banks' liquidity was large» This is clear in Table (4) which shows
that the ratios of Government advances to government deposits are low
in comparison with those of the private sector» So government balances
with banks — net of advances - were left to banks as an additional

source of liquidity» Beside all these factors,: inter-bank clearing and
the sharing of a common banking system by the three territories facili¬

tated movements of funds and helped further in meeting seasonal demands

in the different countries of East.Africa».
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The operations of the commercial hanks(^8) _ so described - were
' ' -ui ■!' "

influenced by the structure of the East African economies. Their
advances -were mainly directed to the. foreign trade sector. Even their *

power to incres.se money supply through more lending was limited because

large portions of credit extended were used to finance, imports and *

trade in imported goods. In- this .case banks' foreign assets would be

drawn to pay for imports. These foreign assets represented'.an impor¬

tant part of the banks' liquid assets and their reductions or deple¬
tion would require banks to reduce credit to the private sector in

order to maintain a suitable liquid position. Thus, a limit was set
on further credit expansion and consequently on a rise of bank deposits
that might have been created by more advances.

Credit expansion usually has greater effect on money supply if
credit is used for financing internal trade and production." But in

East Africa most capital and manufactured goods were imported as reflected

by the high figures of imports. Por this reason, the nét increases in

money income due to credit expansion might leak away into imports.

Prom the preceding analysis, it is clear that the Currency Board
had no powers to control the activities of the- Commercial Banks. The

latter had the ability to affect the supply of money through-their
credit policies and hence add to the instabilities generated abroad. m

Thus the operations of the Currency 3.oard system left the East' African
economies susceptible to external influences. But it served very v

important functions with regard to the Common Market. Tit facilitated,
through common currency, smooth payments and trade:;transactions between

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. The Board also maintained a fixed parity
of its currency with the pound sterling. This facilitated transfers

to and from abroad and secured external transactions of banks against
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losScs that might have heen incurred had there been any changes in
the parities between sterling and the -East African currency. That

stability of the value of the currency enabled the commercial banks to

augment their liquidity from head offices abroad and to cope with
locaJ- demand for credit».

The Common Market was, thus, saved from, the problem of payments
transfers which would have interrupted inter-territorial and external

tj'n.de. It also benefited from' the stable value of the currency which
had probably enhanced exports and facilitated borrowing from abroad.
Beside those there was an economy of bank funds and foreign reserves

as evidenced by the free movement of funds in the whole market.

This is how the Currency Board System supported, the Common Market
í. ; , ••

in. East Africa. It succeeded in that despite its passivity with res¬

pect to the instabilities generated abroad and the control of banks

monetary and credit activities. It is claimed that some degree of
control has been exercised by the soperate' Central Banks. In the next

chapters, the Central Banks' policies Will be evaluated with a view
to assessing the effects of the change in the monetary system on the

monetary and credit conditions in the Community, on the one hand, and
the disintegration of the Community on the other hand.
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Ch. 3.

Monetary Policy in East Africa

This study of monetary and credit policy in East Africa, has two

objectives. The first one is concerned'with the policies of the

separate national hanks and thpir effect on their respective countries.
The second lis concerned with the effect of these policies on economic

integration in East Africa. The two objectives are not unrelated. The
: policies adopted by any partner in a Common Market has its effect on

the others^"^* Por example in the early formative days of, the three

'Central Banks when the three separate currencies were convertible' at

par and before the introduction of exchange controls, any country that

pursue a completely divergent policy from the others would have incurred

losses® This requires that, there must bo a special relationship
between the economic policies of the three countries. In order to

keep the common market intact the three countries have to harmonize

their financial policies, so as to facilitate intor-territorial trade

and payments. The emphasis, here, is on the effect of economic poli¬
cies on economic integration. But this is merely an outcome of the

national^policies» Co-ordinated or not, these policies impart their
influence upon any approach to the questions of common interest to
the whole region. This is because for historical and institutional

( 21)
reasons the region is integrated in one way or another.v ' The
Governments of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, being aware of all this,
pledged themselves to co-ordinate their financial policies. Appa¬

rently, this is an easy task. But the realities of the situation in
East Africa rcvca.1 the contrary. In the colonial era integration in
East Africa was primarily directed to serve the whitesettlers. Their
concentration in Kenya allowed her to reap most of the advantages of
the common market and the common services.
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The Common Market (às will he shown later) enhanced the develop¬

ment of Kenya at the expense of the other two partners. This situation

was maintained by the rolcnial regime. After independence intégrâticn
has to serve the national interests of the seperate countries. The

less developed partners insist that co-operation in economic policies

should he geared to that effect. So the common market is only viewed

as a means of strengthening their economies rather than to perpetuate

a situation in which Kenya is favoured. This explains the move towards

disintegration .which was "partly due to the enormous task of nation-

building which had claimed all the attention and effort; was partly
due to the shortcomings of traditional integration, which tended to

polarize development activities, especially Industrialization, in some
(07,)

countries to the neglect of others."v

The above considerations bring to the fore the importance of

rapid economic growth to the less developed partners in the Community.
The role of economic policies in such a context is to augment develop¬

ment in the seperate countries in order to reduce the inequalities and
to offer good opportunities for healthy co-operation. As the political

philosophies in the three countries are different, divergent economic

policies are expectéd. These policies are essentially different from
those of the Colonial 1 oriod when "the economic community of the area

(during the colonial times) was unplanned, and blind market forces were

unable to bring an equitable distribution of industries and other bene-
(24)

fits". The national policies have to address themselves to the correc¬

tion of these imbalances in the East African Common Market. This is

in order to attain integration in the new context of the three in¬

dependent countries where the national interests should be catered for.

(i) Objectives of Monetary Policy in East Africa:

With all this in mind we view monetary policy as responsible for

striking a balance between the objectives of economic growth and stabi¬

lity in each country and also for facilitating inter-territorial trade
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and. payments. The relation of money to economic growth is important
in the East African context "because the stresses on the Community are

mainly due to the differences in the stages of development.

In the monetary sphere, the emphasis on rapid economic growth,

among other factors, had led to the establishment of the separate cen¬

tral banks. Not only as a status symbol but in their regulatory and

promotional roles, these banks are expected to direct money and credit
for the development of their respective countries. Firstly by main¬

taining stable monetary and credit conditions. Secondly by making
available the funds required for development either through direct

bank finance or through the creation of financial intermediaries that

mobilize savings.

The objects of the Central Bank of Kenya, Bank of Tanzania and
Bank of Uganda as stipulated in their Acts of establishment can be sum¬

marized in the maintenance of internal stability, external balance and
(25)

high rate of economic growth. - Although there is a general agree¬

ment about these objectives of monetary policy there are some diffé¬
ré)

rences as regards the emphasis placed on them. ' These differences

may have a potential threat for the declared harmonisation of monetary

policies but they don't affect substantially the operations of these
banks. Professor Newly has, lucidly, pointed out that "it is not sug¬

gested that the operations of the banks will be very significantly
different because of differences in fine shades of meaning in the ob¬

jects stated in the legislation". There are also some differences in

the constitutions of the Banks, their capital, currency provisions,
ability to create credit etc..etc.. It is not intended to go over all
these differences due to the lack of time and space and also because

the task has been ably done by some economists.

The objectives of monetary policy laid down above, often conflict
with one another. This is true to both developed and developing coun¬

tries. It is known that an expansionary policy which is pursued to

stimulate economic growth or reduce unemployment may be reflected
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either in an increase in prices or in the deterioration in the balance

of payments or in both. Prices increase due to the shortages in the

supply side. The available resources are unlikely to be mobilized in
the short-run. Even the excess productive capacity in some sectors of

the economy is not diversified to meet the various demands. This re¬

sults in more demand for imports and consequently in deterioration in

the foreign exchange position. So the inflationary consequnces of

expansionary policy are incompatible with the internal stability and
external balance objectives of monetary policy. At the same time ex¬

pansionary policy, within limits, is appropriate for economic growth.
This is because it will supplement other sources of finance. Taxation

e.g. is a major source of government revenue but the excessive ex¬

ploitation of this source is not politically feasible. Another source,
which is borrowing from the public, is also limited due to the low

per capita incomes and to the existence of a large subsistence sector
where conventional instruments of public borrowing cannot be used.

These limitations on the ability of the public sector to raise funds
for financing development make it necessary to pursue expansionary

policy. The existence of unemployed resources seems to justify such
a policy. But the inability to mobilize these unemployed resources in
the short run points out the dangers of inflation that may accompany

expansionary policy. To curb inflation in such circumstances is a

difficult task. It may retard economic growth. This is not to say

that inflation is desirable. It is only to show its concomitance with

development policies in undeveloped countries. The obvious dangers of

inflation which is a consequence of the monetary expeiísion are that it

discourages the import of foreign capital and foreign skills, encourages

the imports and capital outflow, makes exports less, competitive abroad
due to the internal high costs and diverts some exports to local con¬

sumption.

To a developing country these danges are very real and. cannot
bo tolerated. They don't only hamper economic growth through ti^eir

.effects on foreign exchange reserves and internal price stability but
also through the reduction of real wages which is socially undesirable
and hits hard on the human factor whose efforts are neoded for the



promotion of economic development. In this concern the Acts of estab¬
lishment of the Central Bank of Kenya, Bank of Tanzania and Bank of

Uganda impose limits on the ability of their respective hanks to create
(29) '

credit» This is to prevent the dangerous situation that may arise
p

fr m pursuing unrestricted expansionary monetary policy»

These are broadly the objectives of monetary policy and their

possible conflicts with each other in the East African,, centaxt. It

remains, now, to consider the scope for monetary and credit policy in
that context.

( i i ) The Scope for Monetaryj~nd Credit Policy in East Africa;

The Central Banks in their attemps to achieve the goals of monetary

policy resort to different techniques. The efficiency of these technique

depends, to a large extent, on the financial and economic structures

of the economy. It is now common place that tools of monetary policy
that suit developed countries may not suit under developed countries.

Either the traditional tools are modified or new tools are introduced
■ 30) .

to implement monetary policy. The instruments of policy available

to the Central Bank of Kenya, Bank of Tanzania and Bank of Uganda are

clearly stipulated in their respective acts of establishment. These
(31)

are both traditional and modern tools of monetary policy. For these

tools to serve the objects of monetary policy they have tc influence

the supply of money, the direction, terms, and the availability of
credit in »rder to affect the level of demand in the required manner.

(a) The limits of Monetary Policy: The financial Structure.

The traditiena.1 tools aro ineffective in countries without highly

developed money and capital markets. In Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda,

money and capital markets aro in a rudimentary stage. The institutions

carrying such a business are unorganised. The volume of their trans¬

actions and the manner in which they perform their functions do not

facilitate the application or the execution of the traditionel central
bank policy. The essential conditions for an organised money market
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beside the presence cf the central hanks as an ultimate source of

liquidity and the organised hoiking system, are the presence of proper
instruments f- r the dealings cf the competitive and complementary

(32)
sub-markets. Neither the suitable instruments nor the competitive

and complementary sub-markets are available in East Africa. The same

applies to the capital market where the domestic sources of funds

arc unable to pr vide a constant large flow of funds for investment.

This is beside the fact that the volume of the existing securities is
not large.

In such rudimentary markets the operations of the Central Bank,

through the conventional policy instruments will, perhaps, be less
effective because any measures designed to affect the liquidity of
banks may, fail to do so.

Of course the central bank is not mainly interested in the money

and capital markets.^3) j/c considers the developments in these

markets as a guide for its action.^1G reaSon behind this is that

c; mmercial banks, in order to strike a balance between liquidity end

pr fitability, lend their surplus funds to discount houses .and reduce
them in a manner that maintains a fixed ratio between their deposit

liabilities and cash reserves. *Ehc maintenance of such a ratio is an

(35)
essential condition for the central bank open market sales or purchases.

In East Africa this condition is unlikely to be satisfied because

commercial banks maintain excess reserves which may he duo to the absence

cf well-organised money market. The presence cf excess reserves also

represents an obstacle t ctnor central hank techniques e.g. the
discount rate policy will net be adopted, if commercial banks don't
borrow fr m the central bank. As it Is known that the central bank, through
the manipulati n of the terms and conditions of its credit tc the financial

instituti ns, determines the tightness or ease cf money end credit. The dis¬
count policy serves this purpose.by changing the eligibility requirements
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for commercial paper presented, to the central Bank for rediscount. In

the absence of borrowing through such instruments there will be no

point in using that technique. This points out another limitation on

policy. It is the inability to use the discount rate policy to direct
credit for certain purposes or to encourage financing of certain sectors

The limitations imposed on.the ability of the central bank to adopt open

market operations and disccunt rate policies render the interest

rate policy as ineffeotive. Theoretically, open market sales or pur¬

chases lower or raise the liquidity ratios of commercial banks and there
fore reduce or increase their ability to grant credit. The reduction
or increase in the quantity of money that follows affect the rate of
interest and hence the cost and availability of credit. The discount
rate also has its influence on the interest rate structure of the

economy as a whole because many other rates follow it. So the re¬

lative inefficacy of these techniques has, no doubt, its bearing on

the interest rate policy.

Prom the foregoing analysis it is evident that money and capital
markets are essential for the traditional instruments of monetary

policy. This very fact led s»me economists to consider them as a
( 36 )

pre-requisite for the inception of a central bank. Professor

Uewlyn wrote in this connection that "there was a time when it was

thought, in the best places, that in order to justify the establishment
of a central bank it was necessary to have securities market and a bill
market in which the central bank could perform the traditional text

(37)book open market operations In their Money and Banking

in British Colonial Africa Professors Uewlyn and Rowan challenged
this view and argued for a central bank to encourage and develop such
markets. The ineffectiveness of the traditional tools of monetary

policy in the absence of developed money and capital markets does not
inhibit central banks in the developing countries from adopting other

techniques for implementing their policies. "In many parts of the
world it has been clearly demonstrated that central banks oan maintain
effective control over commercial banks by the use of direct controls
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such as minimum ratios and. special deposit requirements and that, to a

large extent the use of even these may he unnecessary provided they
(39)

exist as a last resort«"

The central banks in East Africa were established with a view to

promoting and maintaining sufficiently flexible financial systems in

pder to cope with the needs of' development» Their Acts cf establishment

are comprehensive. They embrace traditional and modern instruments cf

ii) notary policy. The farmer are provided fcr, taking into ; c< nsidératien
the future developments in the financial institutions. They:ha,ve, perhaps,
theoretical value at present. They point out the possible effects.or. the

ecnomy the/t may result cut of certain monetary actions. It is true that
the traditional monetary tools are likely to be ineffective, in the. present

East African context.^ But it is also true that there are scjnc ^

limitati ns on the ability cf the central banks to use the modern tools
of monetary policy. These limitations emerge partly from the expatriate

character of banks and partly from the structure of these economies.

(b) The limits of Monetary Policy; The Expatriante Character-of Banks.

The expatriate banks are branches of international banking insti-
; • '*

tuti ns. Being so, they are assured of easy -access tc funds from head
ffices or London Market. This means that the central bank is net

... civ "J---' - é
needed as a lender of last resort. The indigenous bonks arc, cf
c urse, an exception in that regard. And as the expatriate banfes
arc profit making concerns the may resort tc the central bank enly
if and when its terms and conditions of credit are more favourable

than these prevailing abroad. ' The recourse tc the central, bank for.
credit is generally rare. This has ether implications fcr monetary- i"'
policy. The expatriate banks will not be affected by the changes ; in w. .

- r - *

the rediscount rate. Accordingly the selective use cf the discount
ra-te p-licy tc direct credit for certain purposes cr sectors will be
ineffective. It is obvi us that the recourse to the central bank-is

required in order to enable it to affect the volume and dire tien cf '
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credit through the manipulation of its rediscount and advances rates..
The presence of expatriate hanks, thus renders the discount policy
as ineffective because these hanks do not resort to the central hank.

The access to funds from abroad, which is the main reason behind that,
affects other measures as well e.g. the use of liquid asset ratio as

a tool of policy is not effective because the expatriate banks can

pursue an expansionary policy and bring funds from abroad to maintain

the specified ratio. Such an access to money and capital markets
• ' . j

abroad will make it difficult for the central bank to control the

commercial banks interest rates. They will be, more or less, deter¬

mined by the conditions abroad and it is unlikely to severe the in¬

ternal rates from the external ones in the absence of effective ex¬

change controls. The central banks are, thus, left with the moral

S^asjon and direct controls. The moral suasion will probably be affec
ted by the stronghold of the expatriate banks. In general, the autho¬
ritative leadership of the. central bank can make this technique of

policy effective but it is questionable that, in the context where

mo§t Jcols are ineffective, to have, such a leadership. (43.)-
point which is oftenly raised in this connection is that moral suasion

depends on mutual trust and confidence between the central bank and

the commercial banks, This is unlikely to be the case in East Africa.
The fears of state participation in or the nationalization of banks

^ogether with the attitude of central banks towards expatriate concern

in general will make it difficult if not impossible to develop a state
of mutual trust and confidence.

But the expatriate character of banks in East Africa has under¬

gone go many changes ranging from local incorporation up to nationali¬
zation. This may have, in certain special cases, enabled the monetary
authorities to overcome some of the limitations imposed on their abiii

ties t° cgntrol the commercial banks.

Following the break up of the monetary system and the establish¬

ment of the three seperate national central hanks different approaches

^0 the control of the hanking institutions are revealed. In Tanzania
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"the government considered "bank nationalization as a logical and
necessary move in its efforts to control the econom." (44) other

partners in the community took other measures to control the expatriate
banks.(45) Uganda promulgated the Banking Act in March 1969 in order
to extend the powers of the Central Bank and to safeguard the interests

of the public by insuring that the commercial banks are able to meet
their obligations towards depositors. This Act was amended in October,
1969 to provide for the local incorporation of all banks and credit
institutions operating in Uganda. On 1st May, 1970 the acquisition of
a controlling interest - 60fi of the share capital - in the foreign
owned banks, credit institutions and insurance companies was .announced!'

In Kenya the new Banking Act came into operation on the 3rd June,
1969. The Act provides the Central Bank of Kenya with wider powers

to control the commercial banks and other financial institutions.

The government of Kenya took other measures to control the banking

system e.g., the government has shareholding of 60 percent in the
Kenya Commercial Bank (The former National and Grindlays Bank Ltd.)
and on 1st June, 1971 plans for the amalgamation of the Standard and

Barclays Banks were announced. The Government of Kenya will own 50

per cent of the shares of the new bank "Union Bank of Kenya Limited."

These changes in the expatriate character of banks, were accom¬

panied by the establishment of indigenous commercial banks. In Uganda
the Uganda Savings and Loan Association, established in 1950 was

turned into the Uganda Commercial Bank in 1965. The Bank was fully
. y • o i

owned by the Government of Uganda. In Kenya, the National Bank of
Kenya - a government owned bank - was incorporated on the 19th

June, 1968.

The above changes in the commercial banking structure were in¬
troduced in order to reduce or eliminate the limitations on monetary

policy that arise from the expatriate character of banks.
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(°) The Limits of Monetary Policy; The Economie Structures

The structure of the East African economies, as briefly out¬
lined in the first chapter, has certain implications for monetary

policy. As these economies are foreign trade oriented, they will be

affected by the circumstances in the international market. These cir¬

cumstances cannot be influenced by the central bank. It cannot for ex¬

ample, change the terms of trade. The same applies to the internal
production. In East, Africa the agricultural sector is the dominant one

and the majority of exports are agricultural produce. The fluctuations
in that sector are determined by factors out of the central banks con¬

trols, These factors affect the balance of payments and consequently

raise so many problems to which the Central Bank should address itself.
In case of the deterioration in the balance of payments the central

bank can adopt measures to reduce imports e.g. by using import-deposit

techniques or outright restriction of credit to imports etc.etc. It
can institute exchange controls to prevent capital flight or create
favourable condition to attract,capital or to adopt measures to in¬

sure the repatriation of export proceeds. The improvement in the

balance of payments, on the other hand, requires a cautious expan¬

sionary policy consistent wita the available domestic resources in

order not to disturb the price stability. So the contribution of the
central bank to the stability of the economy is the control of money

and credit in order not to worsen the situation created by external
factors. Of course, the central bank cannot affect directly the

instability originated abroad. It can- only smooth the short-run

fluctuations by reducing the secondary effects of the balance of

payments developments i.e. the domestic effects of such developments.

The balance of payments surplus or deficit may increase or decrease
the liquidity of banks and consequently affect their ability to
create and extend credit. Here the central bank intervenes in order

to minimize inflationary or deflationary pressures on the economy.But
the impact of the.central bank's action is rather limited. The small

size of the domestic sector of the undiversified and inelastic pro¬

ductive capacities of these economies make the expansionary policies
to be reflected in the loss of foreign reserves. The effect of the
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expansionary policy in "the domestic economy is very small as substantial

portion of the money created loak away into imports. It is, of course,
not wise to adopt contractionary policies in this context. The retard

economic growth and slow down the monétisation process which requires
continual increases in the currency in circulation.

Those are the possible limitations of monetary policy due to the
economic and financial structures of the East African economies. The

absence of well developed money and capital markets, the expatriate banks
and the economic dependence of these countries are the main factors that
render the monetary policy as less effective than in developed countries.
It remains, now, to see the actual policies pursued by the Central Bank
of Kenya, Bank of Tanzania and Banks of Uganda.
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) (a) ,Cen±r^i_B^ak_aFKen^aiii>^Monetar^&Creàj^Policy

The first credit and monetary policy measures were

adopted when the pound sterling was devalued in November, 1967*
The developments prior to that date were considered normal and

did not"require the central bank intervention. In the last quarter

of the calender year 19-7 the expansion in loans and advances to

the private sdctor which followed the devaluation necessitated

restriction on credit facilities. That was to suppress any

attempts to export capital outside Kenya and to preserve the
balance of payments. The monetary authorities faced that situation

by adopting certain measures to stop the speeding up of foreign

payments and to curtail advances for imports. The Central Bank

of Kenya provided facilities of forward cover for sterling

transations. The banks and their customers were assured, under
these facilities, that their commitments in terms of'r Kenya

shillings would be the same irrespective of changes in the

parity. According to the Central Bank of Kenya Second Annual

Report "the demand for such facilities proved to be quite

considerable".^he Bank also requested the commercial banks to

abstain from granting new credits for financing imports. It

supplemented the restraint on credit for imports by prohibiting

inter-bank lending.

This was to reduce the expansion of bank credit. The

surplus funds held by some banks would not be utilized by the

others. But the prohibition of intep-bank lending would have no

or little effect on the total bank liquidity. It did not reduce

the liquid funds available to banks. It only deprived certain
banks from acquiring mor^ liquid funds and consequently affected

their ability to extend more credit. As to the surplus banks
there was still a room for credit expansion. So in the absence
of any other measures the efficiency of the prohibition of inter¬
bank lending technique in reducing effectively the volume of
total loans and advances was questionable. The Central Bank of
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Kenya was, apparently, relying on its request to banks to refuse

granting new credit facilities to importers. It did not take any

measures to stop the commercial banks borrowing from their head

offices. On the contrary it allowed banks to resort freely to
« ' r-'y i ■ 1

foreign sources of finance, in order to meet their" commitments in

Kenya. The Bank envisaged that such a resort would ultimately have

a contractionary effect. "This was done in the full knowledge that
the banks would be reluctant to maintain a high debit position
with their head offices for any length of time, without forwards

cover, and that the existence of such a debit position by itself
have a contractionary effect on the policies of the commercial

banks".(48)
The policy adopted after the devaluation was, generally,

a cauticns one. It aimed at prohibiting excessive transfers and

keeping credit expansion within bounds. It did not aim at the

curtailment of credit to all purposes. The Central Bank of Kenya
continued to provide 'crop finance' facilities to all banks under
two conditions 2 the facilities should only be used to finance

crop movements and not to be directed to any other purposes, At
the same time individual banks were required to maintain certain sp

.cif'iod minimum net debit position with their head offices abroad in
order to utilize the crop finance facilities. The requirement was

halved in April 1968 and by the end of July 1968 it was abolished

together with the Prohibition of inter-bank lending.
The gradual improvement in the foreign exchange reserves

and the increasing liquidity of the commercial banks led the

Central Bank of Kenya to relax the restrictive measures adopted
after the devaluation.
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Table 5

KENYA s Total Bank Credit and the Advance to Deposit Ratio.

1968
Total Bank Credit

(£ million)
Advance to Deposit

1o

January 72.4 87.0

February 71.4 85.3
March 70.8 83.3

April 69.9 82.2

May 68.0 81.3

June 67.8 79.6
July 65.5 75.1

August 64.3 73.2

September 65.2 72.9

October 64-5 70.8
November 65.2 i: 70.9

December 66.8 70.2

Source Central Bank of Kenya, Third Annual
Year Ended 30 th June, 1969

Report
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Table 5 shows that the bank loans and. advances which amounted

to £K7'2»4 millions in January 1968 continued to- declino until it

reached £K65»5 millions in Jult 1968. This was accompanied by., a

deterioration in the advance to deposit ratio from 87.0 per cent to

75.1 per cent in the same period indicating an increase in the banks

liquid funds. It is to.be noted here that despite the relaxation of the
restrictive measures the advance to deposit ratio continued to deteriorate

until it reached 70°2 per cent at the end of December, 1968. At that
time the Bank was providing a facility for commercial banks under which

they oarned interest on the special deposit accounts held with it. The

facility was provided, presumably, as an alternative to investment alroad.
But that facility was not a genuine investment. In view of the slackening
of the Private sertor's activities after the devaluation, the Central
Bank considered it appropriate to channel the excess liquid funds to the

Government where they wero mostly needed instead of accumulating idle funds
in the Central Bank. So the Bank decided to encourage commercial banks to

invest their surplus funds in Government securities and Treasury Bills.

In its m ve to make such investments attractive the bank reduced the

interest payable on the special deposit accounts from 4 per cent to 3 3/4

per cent per annum in March 1909° The rate was reduced further to 3 per cent

in February, 1972» and in the 1st June, 1970 the Bank ceased to pay any

such interest.

In December 19^9 the commercial banks wore required

to maintain a minimum liquid asset to deposit ratio of 12 1/2
per cent. The ratio was extremely low compared with the (actual)
average rati of 32 per cent for the banking system as a wh le

at the time of the imposition of the ratio. Despite this low

ratio some banks wore in difficulties and resorted to the Central

Bank of Kenya in order to maintain the legal minimum liquid asset
ratio and to meet their obligations towards their customers.

Following the imposition of the minimum liquid asset ratio, the
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banks liquidity deteriorated from 32 $ in December, 1969 to 24 a!°
in June 1970. But still some banks were enjoying an excessively

liquid position. "In March, 1970, actual ratios of individuai
banks were in the range between a low of 15 and a high of 72 j>".

These ratios show thai some banks continued to be highly liquid

and their capacity to extend credit was not affected by the

imposition of that ratio. As inter-bank lending was not prohibited
even baks in shortage of liquid funds could manage to grant credit
facilities if there was ademand for such facilities. Hence the

ratio would not be effective as a tool of monetary policy due to

the wide margin between the legal requirement and the actual bank

liquidity. This ineffectiveness of' the ratio had been accentuated

further by the banks easy access to finds from their head offices

abroad. For the same reasons the resort to the Central Bank of

Kenya would not be substantial and the Bank's policy would'nt be

transmitted to the commercial banks. Despite this situation, the
Central Bank did not intervene. It seemed that the foreign reserve

position was behind the liberal monetary policy pursued by the

Central Bank of Kenya. The only occasion when restrictive measures

were adopted was at the time of the devaluation of the pound

sterling. At that time there was a pressure on the foreign reserves

The Bank's holdings of foreign exchange reserves declined from
£K 33.5 million in October 1967 to £K 27.8 million in November

and further to £K 25.3 million in December, 1967. The country
as a whole experienced a deterioration in its foreign reserves

for the first time in 1967 as shown in table 6.
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Table 6 s

Kenya i Foreign Exchange Reserves 1966-1970

(as at 31 st December)

K£' 000

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970*

Central Bank of Kenya, 17,057 25,294 33,729 58,336 73,472

Commercial Banks % -

Net Ba,lances with bant s
outside Kenya 8, 260 -2,190 1,871 2,586 3,480

Other 1,925 1,943 1,997 406 494

Government' (including
overseas securities &,
balances of Post Office

Saving Bank )

1,319 1,395 1,232 1,722 1,595

I.M.F. Gold Tranche 1,443 1,443 1,443 1,443 4, 287
Estimated Kenya Share of
E.A.C.B. Assets 12,061 3,710 2,689 617 795

TOTAL 42,065 31,595 42,961 65,110 84,123

at Provisional.

Source ; Republic of' Kenya, Economic Survey 1971 -
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The most important factor contributed to that deterioration

in the foreign reserves position was the expansion of bank credit.

Beside the measures adopted to restrict credit the Bank subjected
the local borrowing of the foreign-controlled companies to exchange
control approval. That was to stop the substitution of local

borrowing for foreign borrowing which had taken place immediately

after the devaluation. These foreign concerns resolved to use

local funds in order to avoid any losses in case of the devaluation

of the Kenyan Shilling. They were encouraged to do that by the

tightening of credit abroad.
The restrictive measures ijrcnpted by the circumstances

at the time of the devaluation were released afterwards as showrn

in the preceding discussion. In view of the improvements in the

foreign exchange reserves position and the liquidity of the Banks,
the Central Bank of Kenya has requested the commercial banks to

meot all the legitimate needs of the economy especially those of

the Africans. The Bank is insistent on the extension of bank

facilities to Africans as is reflected in its reports. That is not

only to find outlets for the excess funds available to banks but

to stimulate the growth of the Small African businesses and to

give them an opportunity to participate effectively in the

development of their country. As there are. no figures readily

available to show the volume of credit granted to Africans we

depend on the official reports in that respect. "During the past

year (1967/08) it has been encouraging to note that advances to
African businessmen and farmers have been increasing, and this is
an indication of the greater part which local citizens are playing
in the development of the economy. The commercial banks are

conscious of" the need to expand advanoes to Africans, and although
these advances are still only a small portion of total advances

to the private sector, this proportion is growing^^". The

authorities appeared not to be satisfied with the actual facilities

granted to the local people by commercial banks. It is appropriate,

here, to mention that the liquidity of banks continued to increase
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due to the growth of deposits unaccompanied by a rise in advances. That
was reflected by the fall of the overall advances/deposit ratio of the
commercial banks from 79*6 P°r cent at the end of June 1968 to 64.6 por

cent at the end of June 1969» la considering that situation the

authorities "urged the banks to make every effort to increase their
volume of lending to local people. It is to be noted that while there
was a steady increase during the period (1968/69) in the amount of ad¬
vances granted to Africans, the percentage of such advances to total re—

(91 )
mained very low". ' The banks continued to be liquid up to the end of

Junej 1970» The Central Bank urged them "to adopt more liberal credit
(92)

policies especially in respect of loans to African borrowers".w

These frequent requests to make credit available to African

borrowers are not complied with as intended. The expatriate banks con¬

tinued to pursue their traditional policies and their attitude towards

small African businesses has not changed. The discussions with some

Government and bank officials revealed that in certain cases the ex¬

patriate banks refused to meet the credit requirements of Africans on

the ground that there is an overall credit ceiling imposed on them by
the Central Bank of Kenya. They tried to put the blame upon the Cen¬

tral Bank of Kenya. Such a situation will, probably, not arise in
Tanzania where banks are nationalized. The policy implications of the
nationalization of banks is dealt with in the next section.
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(iii)(b) Bank of Tanzania ; Monetary and. Credit Policy

Since the inception of the Bank of Tanzania and up to

February 1967 when the nationalizations took place, the official *
attitude towards monetary and credit developments was liberal.
That attitude was a direct outcome of gradual build-up of the

foreign reserves which meant that the behaviour of money and
credit did not threaten the- country's external position and honce
there was no need for thé Central Bank's intervention. The Bank's

external reserves continued to increase from Shs. 160,1 million

in June, 1966 to Shs. 389.7 million in December 1966. Although
the level reached at December was less than that stipulated by

53
the Bank of Tanzania Act but it was considered adequate. That
situation allowed the Bank of Tanzania to concentrate from the very

beginning on establishing sound basis for its future monetary and
credit policies. The first attempts were directed towards

fostering a Treasury Bill market, not only to make funds available
to the Government but also to absorb the excess cash of.the

commercial banks. This was envisaged to provide suitable alterna¬

tive for the employment of banks funds abroad. The Bank in support

of the Treasury Bill market declared its willingness to rediscount

Treasury Bills and introduced the "money employed" scheme by which
¥

automatic, investment of commercial banks funds held with the

central bank in excess of certain minimum amount would be effected

at the current rate for 32 days Treasury Bills less a commission
/ 54of 1/4 per cent per annum. The scheme thus offers new possi¬

bilities of local employment of funds which would, otherwise,
have been invested abroad and affected the foreign exchange posi¬
tion adversely.

The Bank by adopting these measures to support the Treasury
Bill Market, had laid solid foundation to its future operations.
It introduced the management of public debt as an instrument of

monetary policy. At the same time the Bank's preoccupation with
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these measures was suggestive of the idea that commercial hanks
should commit themselves more and more in providing finance for

Government recurrent and development expenditures. The intentions

of the monetary authorities to direct credit for purposes other

than the traditional ones were also revealed in.the Banks first
55

Economic Report. The Bank recognized that certain specific
credit needs should he met hy the banking sector in order to sti¬
mulate rural development through availability of credit for agri¬
culture and small enterprises. The expatriate banks, adhering to
their traditional practices, found crop financing as consistent
with their operations which were mainly directed towards foreign

trade. This was unlikely to be the case for other activities to

which the Bank of Tanzania wanted to diredt credit. In the field

of crop finance the central bank was providing rediscount facili¬

ties to commercial banks but that did not cover all crop finance

borrowing. Part of that borrowing was met by the commercial banks'

foreign scurces. The latter enabled the Bank of Tanzania to gain
in terms of foreign exchange, as banks were required to sell to
it their sterling assets. But even this came to an end when the

banking sector was nationalized.

The nationalizations that took place in February, 1967 had
certain implications for monetary and credit policy. Not only
because that policy should address itself to the state of uncer¬

tainty and the disruption in the economy that followed the
nationalizations but also because of the need to restore economic

activity within a new context. The structural changes did, really,
require a change in the policy to suit the new structure. But
this in its turn faced the central bank with the urgent problems
of organising the banking system. Those problems were associated

with the change from the expatriate to a fully nationalized banking

system. The immediate pressure on the banking system due to the

nationalizations emerged from the interruption to the external
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financing of imports and, sometimes, exports. This was "beside
the cease of the normal banking facilities given by the banks

abroad to their branches in Tanzania. So the payments to and from

the rest of the world were disturbed and the nationalized banks

had to establish quickly relations with foreign banks to safe¬

guard the interests of the country and to contribute to the res¬

toration of confidence. Internally, there were some pressures

from the distributors who liquidated their stocks of goods and
ths wholesalers and retailers who abstained from holding stocks

and from selling on credit the stocks they had already had. These

developments stagnated the economic activities and accentuated

further the deterioration in confidence. The result was more

demands for credit - not only to finance foreign trade but to
enhance illegal efforts to export capital. In this respect the

central bank had to make sure that credit extended was not di¬

verted abroad.

This delicate situation required a sufficient flow of im¬

ports to meet the local demands and damp down any rises in the

general price level. At the same time it required a source of
external finance to secure credit for, at least, part of the im¬
ported goods at the time when that was not possible. The deli¬

cacy of the situation arose from the fact that to stabilize the

internal economy there would be a great drain on the foreign ex¬

change reserves. As a partial solution to the problem the commer¬

cial concerns that' had close connections abroad were urged to
obtain their credit requirements abroad. This was intended to

reduce the pressure on the banking system and to make credit

available to local enterprises.

This perplexed situation was left to the newly established
National Panic of Commerce. It was clear that the NBC would face

so many difficulties and the effective support of the central

bank would be essential in the early formative days. This was

confirmed by 3ank of Tanzania who stood ready to provide the NBC
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with finance. It gave the central hank an excellent opportunity
for credit and monetary control through the dominant commercial
"bank. It was true that the new bank had an easy recourse to the

central bank but that was justified by the circumstances prevailing
at the time. There was a move to substitute local for foreign

credit in certain sectors especially domestic trade. This was be¬
side the financing of crop movement. Both of these required short
term finance which had to be obtained from Bank of Tanzania against

collateral of government securities, Treasury Bills or under any

other facility.

But despite the easy access to the central bank credit there

was a slack in the commercial bunks loans and advances as shown

below ;

Table 7» Commercial Banks Loans and Advances.

Total Bank loans & advances (in
1967 millions of shillings)

January 815-1

February 763.1

Source : Bank of Tanzania Economic and Operations Report - June,1967.

The Bank of Tanzania in view of that situation declared its

willingness to meet all the legitimate needs of the economy by

offering va.rious facilities to the banking system. The idea
was to ensure prospective borrowers that the nationalization

measures were not intended to curtail credit unduely.

March

April

May

735.0

730.0

682.9
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Up to the end of the calender year 1967 there wore nt ether

measures taken except those intiated by the devaluation of the

pound sterling in 18th November, 1967. The Bank of Tanzania re¬

quested the commercial banks not to increase their credit facili¬
ties to importers as a measure to stop a possible hastening of

settling off outstanding debts. At the same time banks were not
allowed to grant loans and advances to the foreign controlled

companies above the predévaluâtion level unless with the approval
of the central bank. These measures were designed to curtail im¬

ports and to stop any attempts to export capital outside Tanzania.
The illegal activities to transfer capital outside the country

were, of course, not confined to imports. So the Bank of Tanzania
warned exporters that strict measures would be taken against them
if there were some evidence of excessive retention of funds abroad.

These steps were taken to preserve the country's foreign reserves.

In this respect, domestic credits to the sectors of the economy,

whose need for foreign exchange was low. were encouraged by the
central bank as a step to stimulate domestic economic activities
without any undue pressure on the foreign reserves.

It is to be noted here that the central bank during 1967
had actually substituted its credit to commercial banks for that
obtained from abroad. Its credit to banks covered all their crop

finance accommodations. This was because no such a facility

could be obtained from abroad immediately after nationalizations,
It might also be due to the fact that the demand for crop finance
was low compared with that of 1966.

In 1968 the commercial bunks1 borrowing from the contrai bank
reached a high level despite the increasingly liquid position of
the banks. Table 8 shows that for almost all of the year(1968)the
commercial banks indebtedness to Bank of Tanzania was less than

that of 1967. But the net liquid assets showed dramatic increases
reflected in the deterioration of the lending to deposit ratio.
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Table 8

Commercial Banks' Bet Liquid. Assets, Borrowing from the
Central Bank & Lending/Deposit Ratio

(Millions of Shillings)

_T ï t . . , 1 I Debt to Bank ofBet Liquid Assets1 j Tanzania
Lending/Deposit

Ratio.

1967 1968 1967 1968 1967 1968

January . 53.8 158.0 43.6 21.5 90.2 75.1

February 71.5 166.7 40.9 4.0 88.0 75.2
'

|

March 45.3 236.2 45.3 4.0 89.1 69.5

April 141.0 252.7 17.8 - 79.8 70.3

May 214.7 279.6 - - 72.9 66.7

June 176.5 26G.8 8.9 5.5 80.6 69.1

July 140.2 199.4 40.3 26.6 84.2 73.8

August 76.0 130.5 72.4 60.8 ' 88.9 82.6

September 47.9 126.7 103.8 63.7 92.2 84.1

October 74.8 127.1 95.9 8O.4 88.0 81.9

November 48.7 125.0 106.7 67.2 87.1 82.7

December 104.1 '234.9 53.6 82.0 82.2 73.6

(ï) Cash in hand, deposits wiih Bank of Tanzania, Treasury Bills & foreign
assets minus borrowed funds from Bank of Tanzania and foreign corres¬
pondents.

Source ; Bank of Tanzania Economic Report 1968.
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It was considered appropriate in that context to encourage inter¬

bank lending in order to reduce recourse to the central <and to
56

maintain a fair distribution of bank liquidity.

The liquidity of commercial banks had, 'for sometime, been linked
with government finance, Under the system of tender and tap issues of

57 * !
Treasury Bill's an automatic investment of excess liquid funds

into-Treasury Bills was secured. So a direct relationship was

established between the increases in liquidity and increases in govern¬

ment borrowed funds. This was considered inappropriate because govern¬

ment borrowing was not related to the actual government need for
finance. In May, 196? Treasury Bills were only issued by tender which

58
meant the abolition of the money employed scheme. But the inter¬

bank lending offered banks another outlet for their surplus funds.

The National Bank of commerce, for example, used to place its surplus
funds on money-at-call basis with the Nátional Cooperative Bank.

The Bank of.Tanzania introduced a new arrangement presumably as

a substitute for the "money employed" scheme. Under the new arrange¬

ment banks' deposits with Bank of Tanzania above a certain limit

earned interest of 1/2 per cent below the current tender rate for

35 days Treasury Bills.

Prom the preceding discussion it is clear that the Bank of

Tanzania continued to find outlets for the commercial banks surplus

funds. This reflëcted its insistence on leaving banks with only the

'necessary'. cash to meet their day-to-day obligations towards their
customers. This had a potential significance. It might enable the
central bank.to regulate money and credit efficiently as banks would
not be immune from its measures due to excess liquidity. The Bank
of Tanzania supported the medium and long term loan scheme introduced

by the National Bank of Commerce. This, together with the banks'
increased holding of Government Treasury Notes and Stocks led to a

further decline in the banks liquidity.
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The Bank of Tanzania, since its inception and up to 1969 adopted
a policy that'aimed at the avoidance of any restraints on the commercial

hanks activities'. Presumably, the balance of payments situation and
the relatively stable domestic prices were behind that attitude. In

1970 the net foreign exchange reserves position deteriorated from

shs. 812.8 million in 1969 to shs. 769.6 million. This was contrary

to the trend since the Bank of Tanzania started its operations.

Table 9 shows that the net foreign exchange position of Tanzania

Table 9

Tanzania : Foreign Exchange Position (Millions of shillings)

End of Dec. 1967 1968 1969 1970

Bank of
Tanzania

Foreign Ex¬
change 397.7 512.5 530.9 388.6

IMF Gold
Tranche 28.6 30.0 31.4 49.3

.SDRs - - - 13.4

Central
Government 6.3 4.1 1.9 4.5

Ret Official

Foreign Posi¬
tion 432.6 546.6 . 564.2 455.8

Commercial
Bank 125.2 102.8 248.6 313.8

Ret foreign
position 557.8 .649.4 812.8 ,.rf 769.6

Source : Bank of Tanzania Economic & Operations Report June, 1971.
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continued to increase from shs. 557.8 million in 1967 to shs. 8l2,8 million,

in 1969 and then decreased to shs. 769.6 million in 197*-*. This deterio¬
ration in the foreign reserves was accompanied by an increase in the *

"banks loans and advances. The end of calender year figures given "below
show that the increase of bank advances in 1970 "was an -unprecedented ones

Table 10.

Commercial Banks' Loans and advances

(Shs. millions)

1966 797.3

1967 818.1
1568 898.6
1969 1,092.6
1970 1,347.1

Source : Bank of Tanzania Annual Reports.

The deterioration in the foreign exchange reserves position, the
dramatic increase of bank loans and advances and the upsurge of the

Government borrowing from the banking system were sufficient reasons

for the Bank of Tanzania to pursue a restrictive monetary policy. The

.central bank imposed, on September, 1970, a ceiling of shs. 1000 million
on the loans and advances of the National Bank of Commerce to all

sectors other than export and marketing of crops. The restraint was é

designed to curtail imports of less-essential goods including private
motor vehicles. Generally, importers were urged to look for credit
■abroad in order to reduce the pressure on the foreign'reserves. These
measures were intended to correct the deterioration within three months

■but -later.on they were reviewed and extended up to the end of the fis¬

cal year 1970/71. The Prolongation of the-initial period of restraint
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was merely due to the fact that the growth of credit was not kept

within hounds. The hank credit continued to rise hut that was mainly
due to the loans and advances granted to the marketing hoards which
were not affected hy the restrictive measures.

These are the policies pursued hy the Bank of Tanzania. They
were mainly designed to suit the new circumstances that followed the

nationalization measures. In that respect they differ from those

adopted hy the Bank of Uganda as the following analysis may indicate.

(iii)(c) Bank of Uganda ; Monetary & Credit Policy

The monetary and credit developments in Uganda would appear to

suggest that Ban^ 0f Uganda policies have heen effective in improving
the foreign exchange reserves without undue restriction on the credit

granted to the public and private sectors of the economy. In 1966
when Bank of Uganda started operations, its holdings of foreign ex¬

change were very low consisted only of the government and certain
official

_ funds. invested abroad. A prepayment of shs. 40 million was

made hy the East African Currency Board to supplement the Bank's

foreign exchange reserves. In view of this situation Bank of Uganda
followed a caution po: icy that envisaged the importance of the availa—

: x; j • '59bility of finance to the essential groups and at the same time put

an effective limit on the commercial banks borrowing from the Central

Bank. At that time interest rates were high in London and there was

an added incentive for the commercial hanks to borrow from Bank of

Uganda instead of raising funds abroad. So vigilance was required
to assure the proper channelling of credit to the essential purposes
and to suppress any tendency to finance capital outflow which might
he encouraged hy the differences in the rates of interest. The Bank

of Uganda ip line with its cautions policy provided 'crop finance'
facilities to the commercial hanks. But in order to stop any attempts
to replace foreign hy local finance the commercial hanks were re¬

quired to secure part of the finance for that purpose from abroad
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The first half of 1967 experienced an improvement in the foreign
reserve position as shown in Table 11, But the Bank of Uganda continued

to stress the desirability of having a good reserve position-. The

government in accordance with that, announced in June, 1967 the impo¬
sition of higher customs duties on a wide range of imports. This
was accompanied by monetary measures aimed at the restriction of cre¬
dit to . less essential groups in the economy as well as to the imported

consumer and consumer durable goods. Commercial banks were requested to

(i) reduce their outstanding advances to the loss essential

groups by not less than 5 por cent

(ii) limit the advances against bonded goods to 75 Per cent
of their value

(iii) restrict letters of credit facility to 80 per cent of
the value of goods to be imported

(iv) require a deposit of 20 per cent of the value of the im¬

ports before isf-vr.ng any letter of credit.

These moa; ures were designed to augment the meagre foreign exchange
reserves and to keep within limits the growth of advances to less
essential groups. The restriction of the letters of credit facility
to 80 per cent and the requirement of a 20 per cent deposit of the
value of goods to be imported aimed at the reduction of imports with¬
out imposing any quantitative restrictions. They allowed the market
to determine the demand for imports. The requirement of cash de¬

posit aimed also at reducing the ca.sh base of the commercial banks

and hence their ability to extend more credit.^® As the propensity
to import is very high in Uganda any expansion in credit is likely
to be reflected in more imports. This is why credit expansion should
be closely watched. Thus the steps taken in 1967 reflected the

emphasis laid on the foreign .exchange reserves and the efficacy

of. both fisce.,1 and monetary measures which turned to produce the
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Tab: li

Uganda : Gross and Wet Foreign Exchange Position of the -Banking System.

(Shs. million)

Bank of Uganda Commercial Banks

Asset s

Liabi- -

lities

Liabili¬

ties

Grand

Foreign SDRs
P.M.F.
Gold

liet Assets Wet Total

Excnange Tranche

1966

Sept. 166.6 - - 101.1 65.5 62.0 172.1 -110.1 -44.6
Deo. 258.3 - - 135.1 123.2 57.0 116.0 - 59.0 64.2

1967
March 269.3 — 88 " ^80.5 48.O 165.5 -117.5 63.0

June 283.6. - - 105 . ; '178.2 "

49:."3 112.1 - 62.8 115.4

Sept,- 218.7 - - 60.0 158.7 34.3- ,56.5 ' ï- 22.2 136.5
Dec. • 216.3 - - 3.-5 21.2.6 __8?.7 •72.5 .. 17.2 '23OJO

1968
-.... ... \ * •

March
... 276.1 ■ - - 2.6 -273.5, -.6,8.9 65.8 3.1 276.6

June 3O7.9 - -

"
-

3. 7 04.2 57.8 66.0 - 8.2 296.0

Sept. _ 316.3 - - 8*2 • :o8'. 1 ... .-71.1 25.3 .45.8 353.9

Dec, ... 320.5 -

» •

"

3.5 347.0 -49.0 51.7 - 2.7 314.3

'96J
March 306.8

—

7.9 298.9 -- 70.1 73.1 - 3.0 295.9
June - ■275.5- - • 9.2 266.3 75.2 47.8 27.4 293.7

'

Sept, 233.3 ' - - » ' '9.1' -244.2- -80.8 26.3 54.5 278.7

7.3 DCV/l c ...... 7ft ft 24.2 54.6 38,9.1De c # 3-34 0 3 ( O « O

1970 1. 1

. March 330.9 •
- - "6.2 324,7... -I 84.7 35.7 49.0 373.7

. June 423.3 ■ 38.4 32.0 6.7 487.0
_ J 77.8 11.5 66. 3 553.3

Sept, 474.7 • 38.4 "32.0 :"7 ♦ 8 - 537.3 57.1 46.9 40.1 57.7.4

Dec. 317.0 - 3874 46.3 3-98.0 70.6 15.9 54.7 452.7

Source t Bank of Ugand; Annual Reports (various issues).
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desired results. At end June, 1968 a year later advances to less
essential groups declined by, approximately, 25$ from shs. 114» 1
million at end June, 1967 to shs. 85.8 million at end-June, .196ë.
During the same period advances to essential groups increased by

19 per cent from 472.6 to shs. 561 million as shown in Table 12. The

effect of these developments on the commercial banks liquidity
was accentuated further by the rise .in total deposits which amounted
to 23 par cent in the period under review.

Table 12 ' •

Uganda : Commercial Banks - Analysis of Bills, Loans and Advances '(shs.. 6 ,000)

End ff June 1967
1 " ' —

1968 1969 1970

Less essential Qroups
Essential Groups

Total - All' Groups

1. Government

2. Agriculture

3. Mining and Quarrying

4. Manufacturing

5. Trade and Commerce

6. Electricity and Water

7. Transportation

8. Building and Construction
j

9. Real Estate

10. Financial & Credit Insti¬
tutions

11. Personal Loans

12. Foreign Bills of Exchange

'114,072 85,813 141,335 149,064
472.631 561,451 660,387 704,725

■ 586,703. 647,264
«

801,722 853,779
10,236 4., 779 11,433 14,228

282,453 301,291 326,102 400,519
204 ? 388 1,039 757

138,570 141,767 150,593 136,973
101,304 120,345 155,852 .1.5.0,281

12 i 1:5 15,820 12,105
2,108 2,187 2,813 11,616
17,496 25,756 28,761 36,6.90
5,675 3,176 8,536 ■ 20,660

5,622 2,201 .. 3,139 3,225

7,114 9,001 10,883 17,194
9,904 30,368 31,177 28,1 38

13. Others 6,005 5,990. 19,574 21,393
Total 586,703 647,264

i
J

801,722
—

853,779 j
!

Source s Bank of Uganda Annual Reports 1967/68 - 1969/70.
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It reduced the ratio of advances to deposits from 90.2 per cent
to 78.9 pei" cent, indicating a substantial increase in hank liquidity.

• The commercial hanks used part of the increase in liquidity to
settle their external indebtedness. Tha hanks foreign position

was improved as their indebtedness declined by more than 35 per

cent.

In view of all these developments, the restrictive measures

adopted in June 1Ç67 were released in April 1968. The 20 per cent

oash deposit on imports was lifted. Banks were requested "to
continue to take margins at their discretion as a sound credit mea¬

sure if there was doubt with.regard to the credit-worthiness of any

importers.^ Here the sound lending policy is emphasized in order
to remind the banking community of the necessity of granting ad¬
vances to essential purposes and observing strict rules in granting
advances to other purposes. The monetary authorities continued to

be vigilant. In the last quarter of 1970 there was àn increasing
demand for credit by both public and private sectors accompanied

by deterioration in the balance of payments. The Bank of Uganda,
in view of these conditions, introduced new measures. On 23rd >

December, 1970 the Bank set out certain rediscounting ceilings for

» individual banks. Within these specified ceilings commercial banks
were allowed to rediscount at Bank of Uganda up to 50 per cent of

* the value of crop finance bills at 6 per cent per annum. This was

intended to reduce the pressure on official reserves due to the ex¬

pansion in crop financing. Other measures were also announced. The
commercial banks were required to hold Treasury Bills not below a

certain amount. This was to reduce the liquidity of banks and to
secure a minimum flow of funds to finance the Government. The

average Bill rate was increased by one per cent from 41/2 to 5l/2
per cent to make such an investment attractive. Those measures

were supplemented by raising..Bank of Uganda rate for advances against
securities from 6 per cent to 8 per cent and the Treasury Bills dis¬
count rate from 4 3/4 to 6 per cent per annum. The manipulation of
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the different rates in such a manner was expected to push up the ccm-

mercial "bank lending rates for all purposes. Por this reason Bank of

Uganda instructed the "banks not to charge more than 8 per cent for •

crop financing purposes.
•

All these measures reflect once again the cautious policy of
Bank of Uganda. The Bank aimed at reducing the overall level of ad¬
vances and at the same time allowed the essential groups to acquire

the required "bank finance. This is clekr in all the directives
issued so far. As the result, the advances granted to the essentiel
groups continued to increase as shown in Table 12. It is to be re¬

called here that the measures announced in June, 1967 were lifted
up by April, 1968 when the foreign reserve position was improved.
Afterwards credit expansion was closely watched in order- to curb

inflationary tendencies that might render any effort to correct the
balance of payments disequilibrium ineffective. The measures adopted
in 1970 were prompted by the deterioration in the foreign reserves.

They aimed at reducing hank liquidity and consequently bank credit.

In this brief review of the credit policy of Bank of Uganda
it is clear that the foreign exchange reserves position has dictated,
to a large extent, the policy of the Bank. The increases in the

m

credit extended to the public and private sectors of the economy are

tolerated as far as they don't affect adversely the overall balance
of payments situation. This is natural in a country like Uganda where
the rapid economic growth is emphasized. The imports of capital goods
and raw materials required for the developmental projects exert pros-

sure .on the foreign exchange position. The balance of. payments

figures for the period 1966-70 {Table 13) reveal that there has been
a persistent deficit in services, the extent of which is.more than

being offset by the visible trade surplus.
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Tatile 13

Uganda ; Balance of Payments 1966-1970

Shs. million

1966 1967 1968
I

1969 1970 +
A. Goods and Services s

Exports f.o.h. 1,470.2 1,495.2 1,489.7 j 1,520.7

Imports c.i.f. -1,336.7 -1,377.3 -1,322.9
i *

j -1,389.7
'Trade Balance 133.5 177.9 166.8 131.0

Non-factor services(Net) - 125.1 - 115.5 - 65.7 - 62.7

a) Freight & Insurance 0.4 0.4 0.9 - 1.0

h) Other transportation - 42.9 - -47.3 - 31.7 - 33.2

c) Travel _ 19.6 2.4 7.8 18.0

d) Government - 7.5 - 13.1 - 14.5 - 13.7

e) Other Services - 55.5 - 57.9 - 28.2 - 32.8

Factor Income (Net) - 124.4- -134.7 - 125.1 -103.2

Balance of goods and
Services

- 116.0 - 72.3 - 24.0 - 34.9 184.6

B. Transfers (Net) 7.5 0.1
•

- 3.2 - 15.0 - 38.6 :

a) Private - 21.1 - 21.0 - 33.3 - 31.7

h) GovOrnment 28.7 21.1 30.1 16.7
<

C. Capital Account (Net) . 268.9 163.5 75.4 120.2
fj

-153.7 j
a) Private 85.0 58.1 - 14.5 - 13.1 :

!
i
I

h) Official 183.9 105.4 89.9 133.3

D. Errors and Omissions - 11.4 - 20.1 27.8 - 0.3

S.D.R's Allocation "a
— — — 38.4

E. Change in Reserves
( - = Increase) - 149.0 ! - 71.2 - 76.0 - 70.0 - 30.7

x Provisional

+ Estimate (Breakdown of the items is not avail
Source : Bank of Uganda Annual Reports.

ah le )
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There are several reasons for that àefioit. The excessive transfers

made by emigrants in 1968 and 1969 and the outpayments of investment
and transportation are among the factors contributing to that situation
The trade surplus deteriorated in 1968 and 1969 while the Government
and private transfers declined from surplus of shs. 7.5 million in

1966 -to n deficit of shs.38,6 million in -1-970.

"

Thê preliminary" elJtTmaJ es of the" "balance of payments for 1970 show
..thaiathere .iras a .large.-.surplus on current-account contrary to the trend

from 1966 up to 1969. That surplus was due to the "unprecedented ex¬

port performance and a virtual stagnation of global import demand",!""
It 'was accompanied by a decline of shs. 38.6 million in both Govern¬
ment-and private transfers and a deficit of shs.153.7 million in the

capital"account. In the final quarter of 1970 the foreign exchange re¬

serves decreased from : eus.577.4 million in September to shs.452.7

"million in December 1970". This was associated with an increase in the

-public sector's.expenditure-which affected the country's import bill.
The- commercial banks dire-ct' loans and advances to the Government in-

the same period amounted to. -shs. 34*95 million the highest level ever
attained. lank advances to all purposes also increased from shs.802,2
in 'September to 880.3 milli -n in December, 1970. This was the back¬
ground to the restrictive- measure's introduced on the 23rd December,
197-0. -These measures, like' those adopted earlier, aimed at reducing
the" bank liquidity as well as tightening the credit conditions. But

-despite that the- -Bank authorities-insisted - on the availability of credi

to -the essential groups. The Bank was, of course, well aware of the
deflationary situation hat may arise from the continuation of tight

monetary policy. 'So'it"tackled the question of balance between the

stability and growth objectives in a satisfactory manner. With this
brief review of the monetary and credit policies adopted by the
Bank of Uganda,"a fair picture of the Central Banks' policies in'
East Africa "could "be depicted.
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(ill)(d) The Central Banks' Policies in East Africa;

The three Central Banks' preoccupation is the foreign ex¬

change reserve position. Their directives aimed at creating condi¬

tions that preserve adequate levels of foreign exchange. In that

respect they succeeded, in minimizing the destabilizing elements

brought about by the balance of payments developments. This is

clear in their attitudes towards bank credit and liquidity. They
introduced certain facilities to provide 'banks with investment

opportunities and to reduce 'their liquidy. This is beside the

efforts to foster Treasury Bills markets which are envisaged to

provide short-term finance for the Governments and to affect the

cash base of the commercial banks. This is a step to introduce

the management of public debt as an instrument of monetary policy.

The Central Banks although they stood ready to meet the legi¬
timate needs of the commercial banks, they in certain special
circumstances encouraged them to raise funds abroad. The purpose

behind that was to reduce the pressure on foreign reserves. In
that connection the. Central Banks succeeded in curtailing the
excessive transfers to and in repatriating export proceeds from

abroad. The Banking Acts, the Exchange Control Acts and the

powers of supervision and inspection conferred upon the Central

Banks by these Acts helped in following closely the commercial

banks' operation. Accordingly, the under-invoicing and over-

invoicing techniques usually adopted by exporters and importers

respectively to keep funds abroad are frustrated.

Being aware of the fact that foreign reserves are crucial in

development, the three Central Banks endeavoured to augment the

foreign reserves c:: th.;ir respective countries. Their efforts are

made necessary by the vulnerable foreign reserves position in

these countries. The 'uncertainty of export proceeds ' - which

are subject to the vagaries of nature and the world prices -
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and. the high propensity to import are factors behind this -vulnerability.
As it is mentioned elsewhere in this paper that internal developments

in money and credit are libel* to affect the foreign exchange reserves.

For all these reasons the monetary authorities find the foreign reserves

as a good indicator for changes in monetary policy. These authorities
are also guided by the legal stipulation of the minimum holdings of

foreign reserves. There is no such specification for the quantity of

money or the volume of credit.

The changes in the quantity of money, for example, cannot be a good
indicator of monetary policy in East Africa. In another context the

quantity of money is considered as a good indicator because it "can bo

manipulated directly by the monetary authorities". The same could be

done in East Africa but the effect of the changes in the quantity of

money is difficulty to assess because of the so many factors that dis¬
turb the stability of the velocity of circulation. So the manipulation
of the quantity of money in East Africa is not feasible. This leads

us to the distinction usually drawn between monetary and credit policy.
The former is confined to the stock of money while the latter is con¬

cerned with tlit; terms, cost, availability and direction of credit. The
(distinction is said to be important. It reveals that historically

emphasis had been laid on credit rather than monetary policy. In East
Africa it can be argued ti. t as the diredtives are the dominant tool of

policy used, the three Central Banks tend to emphasize credit rather

than monetary policy. This is because.the directives are concerned with

the increase or reduction of the volume of credit, the terms of lending
etc.etc.

It is evident that credit expansion increases the stock of

money while contractionary credit policy nay lead to withdrawal
of deposits and reduction of the quantity of money. Since the two
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policies are so linked, and. the actions of the monetary authorities
have influence on both of them we tend to ignore the distinction.

It is, however, reasonable not to be pedantic about the distinction
in the East African context where there is no explicit reference to

one type of policy rather than the other.

The direction of credit in the three countries revealed some

differences. In Kenya the commercial banks were requested several
times to make credit available to Africans. In Tanzania availability

of credit to small enterprises and agriculture is considered crucial
in the implementation of the economic policy while in Uganda credit
to essential groups has priority. In Tanzania the monetary authoritic

supported the extension of bank credit for medium - and long-term

purposes. Although this is looked at as an outlet to excess liquid
funds of the commercial banks, it has opened a new field for banks
operations and represented a departure from the traditional banks

policies. Such policies are not adopted by the Central Bank of

Kenya and Bank of Ugand;..

Generally, the policies pursued by the three Central Banks dc
not reflect any discrepancies that amount to endanger economic co¬

operation in East Africa as we shall see later. The day-to-day

management of banking and credit activities does'nt differ much and
it is more or less in line with what followed elsewhere in developing

countries. The important question to which we are turning now is
whether the behaviour of the different monetary variables such as the

income velocity of ciruclation, money supply, money multiplier and
bank credit warrant a unified monetary policy or not.
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Ch. 4 APPRAISAL OF MCi'BTARY OPERATIONS IH EAST AFRICA

The purpose of this Chapter is to study the actual performance
of the money supply and hank credit since the inception of the
Central Banks.

Money Supply:

It i.v intended to" compare the changes in money supply with that

required by the growth in real domestic income. For the purposes of
this paper money supply is defined as currency outside banks plus

private demand deposits. The definition is closely related to the
use of money and credit for transactions purposes. This makes it

fit. the equation of exchange (MY = FT ) which is used to obtain in¬
come velocity of cirulation. The definition really suits our pur¬

pose 01 studying three separate countries. The very fact that the
definition is conventionx.1' and widely used makes possible the compara¬

tive studies of money supply involving a number of countries. It is,

however, argued that there is no clear cut distinction between money
64 -,

as defined above and near money in the African context . because cx

the absence of well developed money and capital markets and also be¬

cause of the use of both savings and current accounts in the same

manner by many Africans.

In East Africa there is a systematic increase in the near money

defined as time and savings deposits held with banks. In Kenya the

quarterly figures (from 1S67 up to 1970 ) show continual, increases in

savings and time deposits accounts while in Tanzania for the same

period there are only two occasions on which the level of time and

savings accounts fell from one quarter to another viz September, 1969
and Joine, 1970. In Uganda these accounts fell four times in December,
1968, September and December, 1969 and in March, 1970. Even on

monthly basis the fluctuations of time deposits and savings accounts

are much less than those cf the demand deposits. This is a good
evidence that the time deposits and savings accounts in these coun¬

tries are quasi money rather than money. The fluctuations in the

demand, time and savings accounts show that the savings accounts are

not used in the same manner as current accounts. For example in
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Kenya and Tanzania, where monthly figures are available for the
three accounts since 1967 and up to 1970, the fluctuations in the
savings .accounts are the least. The following;table (Table 14)
shows -the number of occasions on which the level of each account

fell from one month to another.

T aDie 14

Frequency of Month to''onth decline in the Current. Time and

Savings 'Accounts (1967 - 1970)

Current
A/C •

Kenya 18
Tanzania 20

'ime Deposit
A/C

1.4

13

Savings
A/C

5

7

Source: Central Banks Annual Reports.

These are some of the reasons behind adopting this narrow

definition of money supply. The procedure followed to obtain the

average level of money supply during each quarter is avèraging two
successive end-of-quarter totals. Then the annual averages are

obtained from quarterly averages. Having obtained the average money

supply for the three countries income velocities are calculated by

using two different concepts of income namely:

(l) Total Gross Domestic Product (GDP') at. current
factor price: -.

(ii) Monetary GDI at current factor prices.
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As money is used in the monetized sector of the economy there is a

good point in favour of using monetary GDP. But the total GDP has
also a good point in its favour because the changes in the degree

of monetization and the fluctuations in the subsistence income are

likely to contribute much to the variations in the income velocity.
It is, of course, difficult to measure the degree of monetization
and hence it is not feasible.to isolate the variations in the income

velocities due to the fluctuations in the subsistence sector. These
1_:2? '

fluctuations are considerable as evidenced by ..the changes in the

large subsistence sectors in East Africa. By using the money GDP
these fluctuations will bo ignored and for this reason total GDP is

preferred. Prom observations the velocities obtained by using total
GDP as a numerator seem to be suitable in the East African context

where a host of factors is contributing to high rather than low
velocities as shown in chapter I. It is also argued that the total
GDP is appropriate as a numerator because the general price.level
is affected by the development in the subsistence as well as the
monetized sectors of the economy. This is plausible because the
economic transactions are not limited to the monetized sector. An¬

other point which is consistent with the monetary authorities atti¬

tudes towards the rate of growth of money supply is that increases

in the money supply required by the annual changes in the total GDP
are smaller than those required by changes in monetary GDP. It is
to be noted here that the monetary authorities in East Africa consi¬

der the actual increases in money supply as indicative of inflationar

pressure. So the smaller increases in money supply required by the

growth of total GDP are more likely to suit the economic conditions
of East Africa rather than the higher increases required by money

GDP, Table (15) shows the velocities obtained by using a) Total GDP
as a numerator (b) money GDP as a numerator.
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Table 1$

Income Velocities

a) Total Income

b) Monetary Income.

Kenya Tanzania Uganda

(a) 00 (a) 00 (a) 00

1966 6.4 4.7 7.6 5.2 9.2 6.4

1967 6.7 4.9 7.9 5.5 9.6 6.6 !
.

1968 6.8 5.1 6.4 4.5 8.7 6.0

1969 6.5 4.9 5.8 4.1 8.7 6.0

1970 6.1 4.6 5.4 3.9 7.5 5.2

Average
j

1966-1970 6.5 4.8 6.6 4.6 8.7 6.0

Sources- of basic data: (i) The Central Bank of Kenya, Bank of Tanzania
and Bank of Uganda Annual Reports various issues.

(ii) Republic of Kenya, Economic Survey 197" URT, The
Economic Survey 1970-71.

The Republic of Uganda, Background to the Budget
1970-71.
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A glance at the table (15) suggests that the behaviour of the income
velocities in the three countries is different although the average

velocities (1966-70) for Kenya and Tanzania are more or less the

same. In Uganda the income velocities are higher than those in Kenya,
and Tanzania throughout the period. The three countries experienced

rises in the income velocities in 1967. In Kenya the velocity rose

again in 1968 but declined' afterwards while- in.Tanzania and Uganda they
continued to decline since 1967. The factors behind the instability

of these income velocities and "their implications for-monetary policy

are discussed" darlier in- -chapter... 1-.. ___

Having obtained the annual changes of "the Gross -domestic product
and the income velocities^ the required increases in.money supply can

be calculated. These increases are referred to hereafter as the

warranted increases in money supply. The idea is to determine what
increases in money supply are consistent with the monetary stability.
These are obtained by dividing the rises in income by the income velo¬
cities. The assumption impTi'cit irr ■ t-h-is i s - that inere a ses in_ the
money supply are used for transactions purposes. Por East Africa.this:
seems to Fe~a"~realistica-ussuraption because demand for money as an-

asset is low due to the economic and financial structures of these

economies. Tables (16) and (17) show the actual and warranted in¬
creases of money supply in East Africa using the two income concepts
total and money GDP.
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Table 16

Actual and Warranted, increases in Money Supply

(using total GPP as the numerator)

She. millions.

Kenya Tanzania..... Uganda

Actual
increase
in

Money
Supply

Warrant¬
ed in¬
crease

in Money
Supply

"Excess ■

increase
in Money
Supply

Actual
increase

in
MS

Warrant¬
ed in¬
crease

in MS

Excess

increase
in MS

Actual
increase
in MS

Warrant¬
ed in¬
crease

in MS

Excess
increase
in MS

1967 24.0- - 42.0 0 36.8 -36.8 -18.0 12.8 -30.8

1968 94.0 106.0 - 12.0 287/8 80.5 207.3 99.8 32.3 67.5 J
1969 180.0 126.0 54.0 168.5 40.2 128.3 97.6 93.4 • 4.2

1970 226.0 66.0 160.0 196.1 111.3 84.8 171.1 33.7 137.4

Aver¬

age
1967-
1970

131.0 91.0 40.0 163.1 67.2 95.9 87.6 43.0 44.6

Sources of basic data: same as Table 15.
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Actual and. Warranté A increases in Money Supply

(using Monetar .7 GDP as the numerator)

Shs. millions

Kenya

"

:™~ ■
■

— j
~ rp nzania .

_. uganaa

Actual
increase

. in..
MS

Warrant
ed in-
crease

in

Excess
in¬

crease

Actual
in¬
crease

in

Warrant¬
ed in¬
crease

in

Excess
in¬
crease

Actual
in¬
crease

. ..in

Warrant¬
ed in¬
crease •

in

' Excess
in¬
crease

' MS
'

MS MS MS MS

1967 24.0 108.0

...

-84.O 43.8 ' - 43.8 - 18.0 1.1, —19.I- -

1968 94.0 134.0 -4O.O 28-7.8 89.6 198.2 : 99.8. ■41.3. 58.5- ,

{I

1969 18ovo "142.0 38.0 1.6.8.5
.. ,55-9 112.6 : 97.6 i'98.6.

IÍ
- 1.01

i

1970 226.0 140.0 36.0 196.1 119.0 77.1 171.1 36.9 '3v.;.-.v 4
1

• •
: •

. 1

Aver¬ -
---

—

—•>-

age 131.0 131.0 163.1 77.1 86.0 "87.6

»

44 .T1967-
1970

43 .T "

Sources of basic data : same as for table 15.

See Appendix Tables 2, 3, & 4.
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In 1967 the actual increase in money, supply were less than the warrante

increases in the throe countries o That might he due to the restrictive

policies adopted at the time of the devaluation of the pound sterling.
There were other occasions 011 which the actual increases were less than

the warranted increases. In Kenya changes in both total-and money GDP

in 1968 required increases in money supply greater than the actual where
in Uganda the change in money GDP warranted a slightly higher increase
the actual in 1969»

F r the period as a whole (1967-4970) tables 16 and 17 show that t
increases in money supply are greater than those warranted by the rises
the d mostic income in East Africa. The increases of money supply in c....

of the warranted increases arc higher when total GDP concept is used bu
the difference is small. It is shs, 40 millions in Kenya, shs. 9*9 roi
Tanzania and Shs. 1.5 million in Uganda. It is interesting to note that

Kenya the actual average increase in money supply (1967-70) is exactly

equal to that warranted by the rises in the monetary GDP which means tJa
actual increase in m-ney supply for the period as a whole is consistent
the growth of the money GDP. The results obtained from tables 16 and 17

support the view that actual increases in money supply in East Africa, .a:

indicative of inflationary pressure. The price indices in East Africa, a

n w outdated and.cannot help in, this respect. The weights and selecting

of items in Dar es Saiam indices are based on family surveys conducted

I9.SO and I957 among wage earners and in .I963 among middlc~gra.de civil
servants. In Uganda, the Kampala Cost of living indices aie based on sur

carried in 1c;o3 while in Kenya indices are based on I964 surveys. Those
indices d n t show the actual price changes and hence np attempt has b
made to isolate the increases of money supply absorbed by price changes
fr-m that absorbed by velocity changes. Tables 16 and 17 show the incrc
in money supply in excess of those required by the growth of income. Th
are 1ike iy to be the main factors behind the consistent increases in tic
cost of living in these countries (sec Appendix ï).

The annual rates of growth, of money supply in the three countries
shown in table 18 are strikingly dissimilar.
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Ta"ble 18
" i;*; : '

(a)
Annual Increases in Money Supply

(per cent)

Kenya Tanzania Uganda

1967 2.03 - - 2.71

1968 7.76 m. 33.12 15.42

1969 13.82 14.57 13.07

1970 15.25 14.80 20.26

Sources of Basic Data: Annual Reports of the Central Bank of Kenya,
Bank of Tanzania and Bank of Uganda.

a) Annual averages obtained from quarterly figures.

( - ) Negligible change.

In Kenya there were consistent annual increases in money supply from

2.03 per cent in 1967 to 15.25 per cent in 1970. In Tanzania there was

a negligible change in 1967 while there was a drastic increase in roney

supply of 33.12 per cent in 1968. That was followed by annual increases
of 14.57 and 14.80 per cent in 1969 and 1970 respectively. In Uganda
there was a decline of 2,71 per cent in 1967 hut for the rest of the

•

. : . • i ' '• \ . t* ■ a,
period money supply increased by 15.42, 13.07 and 20.26 per cent in
1968, 1969 and 1970.

It is mentioned elsewhere that changes in money supply are in a

sense syptomatic of the changes in the economic conditions. This as

bocauso of the relationships that exist- between the domestic income,

foreign transactions, public and private sectors activities and bank .

credit on the one hand and the money supply on the other hand. So the
differences in the rates of growth of the money supply are probably
a reflection of divergent economic performances in the three countries.
The monetary and credit policies adopted by the three Central Banks
revealed that there was no intervention by the monetary authorities to
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contract or to expand the money supply. The measures adopted to influence
bank credit and liquidity mi{ht have probably affected it. This means

that the increases in money supply were not subject to deliberate actions
of the monetary authorities. In what follows it is suggested that the
increases in money supply in excess of those required by the growth of
domestic income could be eliminated by reducing the primary money (the
Central Bank Currency liability) by an amount equal to the excess in¬
creases in money supply divided by the money multiplier.

The Money Multiplier:

It is the ratio of money supply to primary money. It is equal to

1

C + r (1 - C)

where C is the ratio of active currency to money supply

r is the ratio of cash in banks to the demand deposits.

Table 19 shows these ratios in the three •countries. In Kenya the
ratio of currency outside banks to money supply is relatively small com¬

pared with Tanzania and Ugandai The average ratio of currency to money

supply (1967-1970) is only 35.2 while it is 42.9 in Tanzania and 51.9 in

Uganda. The differences in these ratios reveal that in Kenya the use of
bank deposits to finance current transactions is more than in Tanzania

and Uganda. This is true because for historical and institutional rea¬
sons the banking activities were concentrated in Kenya. The regional
head offices of Commercial banks in East Africa were located in Nairobi

which acted as the financial and commercial centre for the whole region.

The concentration of foreign companies and the presence of the relatively

large manufacturing sector in Kenya are among the reasons behind the

relatively widespread banking activities in Kenya. So the use of bank

deposits and credit are likely to be greater in Kenya rather than in the
other partners.
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. Table 19

Average Ratios of Currency to Money Supply (C)

Average Ratio's of 3ants' cash■to demand deposits (r)
n . •

(1967 - 1970) •

Kenya
.. C . r

Tanzania
C r C

Uganda
r

1967
„

34.1 0.075 45.6 0.062 51.6 0.108

1968 35.0 0..067 41.4 O.043 49.6 0.073

1969 35.5 0.067 40 7 0.048 54.2 0.075

1970 36.2 O.O7O 44.0 O.O48 52.2 07077

Average^
1967-1970 35.2 0.070 42.9 O.O5O 51.9 0.082

Sources of basic da ta: Central Banks Annual Reports 1967-1970.

x using Geometric me ans.

The differences in the ratios of currency outside banks to money

supply may probably indicate differences in the stages of economic develop¬
ment. It is argued that "a more or less constant feature of economic develop¬

ment is that the shift from the rost elementary forms of economic - organisation

(barter) to the sophisticated-and complex financial organisation of the in¬
dustrial world (in which the bank credit and deposits are used for settlement

g a
of current transactions) occurs in a series of stages." According to this

the composition of money supply can indicate roughly the stages of economic

development. This view is challenged hy th@ fact' that in some developed

countries the ratios of currency Outside banks to money supply are high while
66

these ratios are low in some developing countries. In East Africa the
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composition of money supply is more or less indicative of the stages
of economic development. According to this criterion Kenya which
has the lowest ratio of currency to money supply is relatively

more cieveloped followed hy Tanzania and Uganda, The latter has

the highest ratio among the three countries.

The currency component of money supply in Kenya although it is

low, it is gradually increasing since 1967.- In Tanzania and Uganda
there is no such a regularity observed. In Tanzania the currency

in circulation declined in 1968 and 1969 and then rose again in

1970 while in Uganda it declined in 1968 and 1970. The uninterrupted
increase in the ratio of currency to money supply in Kenya is due
to the monetization process which is more rapid than that of Tanzania
and Uganda. The latter showed the lowest growth of the monetary

economy indicating a very slow monetization (see Table 1).

It is true that the monetization of the non-monetary economy

is behind the rises in the ratio of currency to money supply in the
three countries. But it does not explain fully the causes of the

high ratio of currency to money supply and the irregular behaviour

of the currency component in Tanzania and Uganda. Other factors like

those associated with the public's demand for cash seem to explain

the changes in the composition of the supply of money.

The annual average ratios of banks' cash holdings to their
demand deposits also reveal some differences. The average cash

holdings (1967-1970) amount to 8 per cent of the demand deposits
in Uganda, 7 per cent in Kenya and 5 per cent in Tanzania.

The differences in- the ratios of currency held by the public
to money supply and banks' cash reserves to demand deposits are re—

fleeted in the differences in the money multipliers. Table 20
shows the money multipliers in the three countries.
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Table 20.

Credit Multipliers in East Africa

1967 - 1970'

Kenya Tanzania Uganda

1967 .2.56 2.04 1.75

1968 2.54 2.27 1.88

1969 2.51 2.30 1.74

1970 2.46 2.14 1-79

Average 1967-70
» —J

2.52 2.19 1.79

Sourcss : Same as for Table 19.

The value of the money multipliers (1967-1970) varied from a high

average of 2.52 in Kenya to a low average of 1.79 in Uganda. Tanzania

has an average multiplier of 2.19. The annual fluctuations in these

multipliers are shown in Table 21.

Table 21

Annual Fluctuations in the value of Money Multipliers.

Kenya Tanzania Uganda
<j°

— 0.02 - O.78
1°

+-11.27
cf0

1968 + 0.23 +0.13 + '], 43

1969 - 0.03 - 1.18 + 0.03 + 1.32 -O.14 -7.45

1970 - 0.05 - 1.99 - 0.16 - 6.96 +0.05 +2.87

Source : Derived from Tahle 20.
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They show wider differences among the three countries than those
revealed by the average values of the multipliers. The money multipliers
are not only different in their values and fluctuations but also in
their behaviour through time. In Kenya the money multiplier was

gradually diminishing while in Tanzania it was increasing except for
the year 1970. The money multiplier in Uganda increased in 1968 and
1970 and declined in 1969»

The implication of these differences in the money multiplier is
that it is difficult to pursue a unified monetary policy in the whole

community. The money multipliers in the three countries are unstable
as shown in table 21. The annual fluctuations in the value of the

multiplier are smooth in Kneya. They ranged from a decline of slightly
less then one per cent to a decline of approximately 2 per cen in the

period voider consideration. In Tanzania the fluctuations ranged from
a rise of 11 per cent to a decline of 7 per cent, approximately while
"in Uganda the fluctuations ranged from an increase of 7 per cent to
a decrease of 7 per cent approximately.

There are various factors behind these fluctuations. They emanate
from the changes in the public's demand for cash and the commercial
banks' policies with regard to their cash reserves. The latter is

governed by considerations of liquidity and profitability while the
former is subject to many factors like the growth of banking activities,

monetization, inflation, urbanization, income distribution, direct
taxes, retail trade etc. etc* All these factors are changing over
time and hence the money multiplier is unlikely to remain stable. This
is a serious detriment to the use of money multiplier for prediction
of the desired quantity of money at a future date. Anyhow in Kenya
the money multiplier with its smooth fluctuations is more reliable
to predict a desired ohange in money supply than in Tanzania and
Uganda where the money multipliers show erratic fluctuations. The
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extent of the fluctuations in the—value of the multipliers indicate

that the diverse factors underlining them are likely to "be different
in the three countries. This is a further proof that a -unified

monetary policy will not suit the whole community.

In Tables 22 and 23 the money multipliers are used in order to
determine the exact amount of primary money (i.e. the. Central Bank

Currency Liability) that should have been reduced in order to elimin¬
ate the increases in money supply in excess of those required by the

growth of income.

Table 22

Required changes in Primary Money

(using total GDP)

Shs. million

Kenya ... .Tanzania Uganda

Excess
increase
in MS

Money
Multip¬
lier

Change
in

Primary
Moneys

Excess
increase
in MS

Money
Multip¬
lier

Change
in prim¬
ary

1 money®

Excess
increase
in MS

Money
Multip-
ier

Change
in prim¬
ary

money®

1967 - 42.0 2.56 - 16.4 -36.8 2,04
!
-I8.O -30.8 1.75 -17.6

1968 - 12.0 2.54 - 4.7 207.3 2.27 91.3 67.5 1.88 35.9

1969 54.0 2.51 21.5 128.3 2.30 55.8 4.2 1.74 2.4

1970 160.0 2.46 65.0
..

co CD 2. 14 39.6 137.4
1—

1.79 76.8

(ï) MS s Money Supply (ii) Money Siipply and the required changes in primary
money in millions of shillings.

x Minus sign means the required change js an increase in primary money.

Sources: Tables 16 & 20.
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Ta"ble 23

Required changes in Primary money

(using money GDP)

Shs. millions

Kenya Tanzania Uganda

Excess .

increase
in MS

- Money
Multip¬
lier

Required
change in
primary
Money^

Excess
increase
in MS

Money
Multi¬

plier

Required
change
in pri¬
mary
M'oneys

Excess
increase

in MS

Money
Multiple
ier

Required
change
in pri¬
mary
money35

1967 -84.O 2.56 -32.8 -43.8 2.04 -21.5 -19.1 1.75 -10.9

1968 -4O.O 2.54 -15.7 198.2 2.27 87.3 58.5 1.88 31.1

1969 38.0 2.51 15.1 112.6 2.30 49.0 - 1.0 1.74 - 0.6

1970 86.0 2.46 35.0 77.1 2. 14 36.0 134.2 1.79 75.0

(i) MS ï Money Supply (ii) excess increase in money supply and the required
changes in primary money in million of shillings.

s Minus sign means the required change is an increase in primary money.

Sources : Tables 17 & 20.
— ' *

Thus by using the money multiplier technique the monetary authorities can •

ascertain the quantity of money to be increased or reduced in -order to

preserve monetary stability. The required changes could be brought about

by using the minimum reserve ratios tool of monetary policy. In.Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda the Central Banks are legally empowered to impose
-such ratios on commercial banks. But the efficiency of this tool is

questionable in the East African Context as indicated before.
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The commercial hanks can raise the value of the money multiplier
in order to offset the contractionary policy of the Central Bank.

They can dO'SO hy reducing their cash holdings1* Such a policy can

he stopped hy the effective use of minimum reserve ratios and according¬

ly the Central Bank alone can affect the size of the money-multiplier,
In Kenya and Uganda the Central Banks should attempt to "break the

link Between the expatriate hanks and their heads offices abroad hy

instituting effective exchange controls. It is also necessary to
reduce the liquidity of commercial hanks in order to make the minimum

reserve requirement tool effective.

Meanwhile the three Central ^anks can impose quantitative limits
on advances to stop or to reduce the expansion in money supply that

originates in the commercial hanks. Still the credit extended by tie

Central Bank to the Government or the public sector coupled with its

fiduciary power (and this is the subject of the next chapter) augment
the hanks' ability to create money. It is, for this reason, imperative
to study the performance of hank credit.

Bank Loans and Advances;

The commercial hanks' loans and advances in 1966-1970 amounted to

an average of 20.22 per cent money GDP in Kenya, 17.54 Per cent in
Tanzania and 15.10 per cent in Uganda. Tajle 24 shows that the
ratios of commercial hank loans and advances to monetary GDP decreased

continuously between 1966 and 1969 in Kenya hut it increased in

1970 while in Uganda it increased continuously between 1967 and 1970.
In Tnazania the last three years showed a consistent increase in the
ratio of hank credit to money GDP.
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Ta"ble 24

Ratio of Banks' Loans and Advances to Money GDP in East Africa

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

Kenya

21.60

20.59

20.52

18.46

20.07

Tanzania

19.81

16.29

15.65

• 17.40

18.91

Uganda

16.24

13.79

13.80

15.61

16.25

Average
1966-7O 20.22
See Appendix Tables 5> 6 and 7»

x Using Geometric meane

17.54 15.10

Sources of basic data ; Republic of Kenya : Economic Survey 1971

United Republic of Tanzania : The Economic Survey

1970-71.

Uganda : Background to the Budget 1970-71.
Annual Reports (various issues) of the Central Bank
of Kenya, Bank of Tanzania and Bank of Uganda.

The rates of growth of both bank credit and the money GDP also reveal

sharp differences among the three countries. As it is clear from

Table 25 there is no direct relationship between the growth of in¬

come and that of bank credit.
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Table 25

The Growth nates of Bank Loans & Advances in East Africa

(in per cent)

Kenya Tanzania Uganda

Loans & Money Loans & Money Loans & Money
Advances GDP Advances GDP 'Advances GDP

1967 9.60 5.90 - 13.39 5.32 - 14.95 0.16

1968 11.19 11.58 4.18 8.45 5.91 5.84

1969 6.43 IO.44 16.08 4.43 28.00 13.17

1970 18.33 8.82 18.04 8.59 8.05 3.77

Source ; as for Table 23.

C

For example in Tanzania and Uganda bank credit declined in 1967 while
money incomes increased. In the years 1968-1970 the rises in income

were accompanied by rises in bank credit. In Uganda the rises in
income were lower than those of credit while in Tanzania and Kenya
no such a pattern is observed. Sometimes annual rises in

credit are greater than those of incomes and sometimes the reverse is

true.

These differences in the behaviour of bank credit are certainly
due to the differences in the rates of growth of these economies and

the changes in the financial structures. The institutional and legis¬
lative changes - discussed earlier - were mainly intended to facilitate
the direction of credit to the strategic sectors of these economies

in order to enhance economic development. It is unfortunate that the
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available information on the distribution of credit does not give

any distinction between short, medium or- long-term loans and hence
it is very difficult to pass any judgement on the possible changes in
the banks activities concerning the duration of credit. It is to be

recalled that the commercial banks were mainly engaged in short-term

financing of foreign trade sector and the foreign concerns, dominating
that sector. After independence the traditional commercial bank poli¬

cies have to be changed in order to augment economic development. The
banks should commit tberaselve s more and more to the development of

f) 7
these countries and to provide banking facilities for the load people.
This mepns that banks should provide medium - and long-term finance and
depart from the orthodox systems of guarantees and collateral securi¬
ties which only very few Africans could be able to satisfy.

In Kenya and Uganda there is no evidence that the commercial banks

have changed substantially their policies towards small African

businessmen and farmers. Both expatriate and indigenous banks seem
(68)

to operate on the same basis and prefer short-term self liquidating
loans to finance trade rather than granting credit to Africans and

other businesses. The lack of data inhibits any attempt to show

quantitatively the volume of bank credit to indigenous businessmen and
farmers and the changes from short to medium and long-term loans
which are more or less associated with economic development. However

the distribution of credit by the different economic sectors may indi¬
cate what, if any, changes occured since the inception of. the Central
Banks.

Table 26 shows that in Kenya the only sizable change was in the
loans granted to the trade sector which declined from 44*91 i-n 1967
to 38.36 per cent in 1970. In Tanzania credit extended to trade

sector also declined from 59.16 per cent in 1967 to 37.37 per cent in

1970. This was accompanied by a decline in the credit granted to the

agricultural sector from 12.21 per cent to 7.88 per cent in 1970. But
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this was not inconsistent with the declared policy of promoting agri¬

cultural and rural development. The decline was more than offset by
the rise in the credit' granted to the public sector from.0.48 per cent
in 1967 to 33.22 per cent in 1970. The rise was probably due

Table 26

Composition of Loans and Advances in a) Kenya b) Tanzania &

c) Uganda (in per cent).

a) Kenya

December

Public
Sector

Agricul¬
ture

Manufac¬

turing
Trade Other Total

1967 4.71 9.78 17.97 44.91 22.63 100.00

1968 4.55 11.64 19.05 42.14 22.58 100.00

1969 2.46 . 12.31 21.60 37.28 . 26.35 100.00

1970 , 5.85 10.68 17.92 38.86 26.69 100.00

b) Tanzania

December
Public
Sector

Agricul¬
ture

Manufac¬

turing
Trade Other Total

1967 0.48 12.21 13.74 59.16 14.41 100.00

1968 15.60 8.82 12.58 49.31 13.69 100.00

1969 22.83 7.68 13.73 44.70 11.06 100.00

1970 33.22 7.88 10.37 37.37 11.16 100.00

c) Uganda

Public
Sector

Agricul¬
ture

Manufac¬
turing

Trade Other Total

1967 3.95 47.00 21.38 ' 16.79 : 10.88 100.00

1968 1.43 48.16 18.24 18.87 13.30 100.00

1969 1.89 47.99 16.54 18.03 15.55 100.00

1970 3.97 45.62 15.32 17.22 17.87 100.00

Sourcei East African Community: Stratistical & Economic Review various issues.
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to the fact that the-public sector was involved more and more in the
development of agriculture and the rural sector.

In Uganda a credit to both agriculture and trade remained virtually
stable while that for manufacturing, industries declined from 21.38 per

cent in 1967 to 15.32 per cent in 1970. Table 26 also shows that the

major field of banks activities is the trade sector in Kenya and

Tanzania while in Uganda the agricultural sector has the biggest share
in bank credit.

The changes in the credit distribution by major sectors support
the view that there is no substantial change in the banks- -contribution
to development. However there are some examples of entry into medium
and long-term loans. In Uganda the Beef Ranching Development Project
was launched in November 1968. The Bank of Uganda, the Uganda Commercia
Bank, Barclays Bank of Uganda Ltd., Grindlays, Bank (Uganda) Ltd., and
Standard Bank (Uganda) Ltd., participated in the project and their cor.tr
bution amounted to Shs. 6.5 million. Under the project long-term loans

will be provided for ranch development beside the short-term working

capital credits to ranching enterprises.

In Tanzania a scheme of hire purchase-was pro-posed by the National.-..,.
Bank of Commerce and approved by -the Bank of .Tanzania. The latter made
certain reservations as to the effects of such scheme on the foreign-

exchange' reserves. This was because most goods bought under the scheme
would be imported. The extent of the operations under the scheme should
be moderate in order not to affect the reserve position adversely' and fv.

this reason Bank of Tanzania approval should be obtained in certain

cases where large amounts of money are involved. "Under the Scheme.
the National Bank of Commerce will allocate up to Shs. 100 million for

this purpose,. Loans up to 13 years of maturity including 3 years of
69 -

grace, may be considered".
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The scheme encouraged excessive purchase of cars and presumably other

items. In November 1970 the TANU National Executive meeting decided that
the Karadha Company Ltd., the hire purchase subsidiary of the National .

Bank, of Commerce should stop the financing of private personal cars.
In accordance with that Bank of Tanzania directed commercial banks

not to grant overdraft facilities to car dealers as a measure to re¬

duce the importation of cars..

In Tanzania the Central Bank held the view that Commercial banks

should provide medium and long term loans for financing of machinery and

transport equipment. This may be a good alternative to foreign suppliers
credits usually given on stringent terms and conditions. Now, there is

70
a switch from the foreign suppliers credit to local bank credit.

It is time now to assess the impact of the legislative and insti¬
tutional changes on the banks credit policies. In Kenya and Uganda

despite the promulgation of the Banking Acts, the expatriate banks are

still in a strong position and their compliance with the Central Banks1

policies is certainly not like that of the fully nationalized banks in
Tnazania. In the latter the implementation of the Central Bank policies
is easier than in the former. The direction of credit to the rural sector

or African small businesses will probably^not be frustrated by any counter

efforts. The Central Bank can direct credit to the sectors where it is

mostly needed. This is made possible by the Bank's pre-occupation with
the overall financial plan of the country.

In Tanzania the terms and conditions of bank credit are essentially
71different from those adopted in Kenya and Uganda. The credit extended

to the public sector enterprises are not subject to the criteria of pro¬

fit and the traditional guarantee system. What is required as a security
72

is the viability of the project. The commercial bank is bound to

make sure that the project is sound and consistent with the development

plan. It should also supervise and follow up the utilisation of the

borrowed funds.
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It is appropriate in this context to mention that there were only
three commercial banks in Tanzania immediately after the nationalization
The National Co-operative Bank specialized in providing credit to the

co-operatives. In 1968 it expanded its activities to include commercial
bank business. This Bank charged low lending rates and the result was

a rapid expansion of its activities. The Bank of Tanzania approved
the different rates charged by the rates charged by the National Bank
of Commerce and the National Co-operative Bank which means its approval

of the competition between the two banks. The National Bank of Commerce

held the view that there should not be any competition of that sort in

a socialist economy. Later on it was. recognized that there would be a

duplication in the two banks operations and the good opprotunities
offered by the nationalization to achieve staff and branch economies

would be frustrated and so the two banks were amalgamated in the National

Bank of Commerce to stop wasteful .competition.

The National Bank of Commerce is thus the only commercial bank in

Tanzania. Its role in the economy is different from those of. the commer¬

cial banks in Kenya and Uganda. "The National Bank: of Commerce's role

as planner, adviser and implementator in the specialized vital area of
commercial banking, must set out to plan, advise and implement, the

Government, the public, the other vital institutions of society with
the dedication called for by the revolution, the expertise demanded by

75
its functions, the realism needed for stable and real economic growth".
It is obvious from this quotation that the role of the National Bank of
Commerce is extended to form an integral part of the planning machinery

in the country.

From the preceding discussion it is evident that the issues raised

by the nationalization measures and, of course, political ideology in
Tanzania give rise to new functions of the Commercial banks different
from the traditional ones still adhered to in Kenya and Uganda-. The new

role of the commercial banks in Tanzania may have led to the expansion
in the volume of credit in the recent years. Kenya used to have the

largest share in bank credit in East Africa, but since. 19^9 Tanzania

replaced her as set out in Table 27. The indicators used in the
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Table 27

East Africa: Commercial Banks' Loans & Advances

(£■000)

Kenya Tanzania Uganda East Africa

Loans & i Loans & * Loans & $ Loans & €lu
advances advances advances advances

1966 55,511 43.6 42,638 33.4 29,271 23.0 127,420 100.0

1967 68,002 48.9 41,797 30.1 29,172 21.0 138,971 lOOiO

1968 66,789 42.7 56,417 36.1 33,140 21.2 156,346 100.0

1969 70,025 38.0 71,401 38.8 42,668 23.2 184,094 100.0

1970 86,943 37.2 102,541 44.0 44,014 18.8 233*498 100.0

Source : East African Community Statistical & Economic Review vairous issues.

foregoing analysis suggest that a unified monetary and credit policy
is perhaps not possible in East Africa. The variations in the rates

of growth of domestic income, money supply and bank credit require
different policies. The latter are made necessary by the differences
in the income velocities and the money multipliers. There is another

important factor which is the Government borrowing from the Banking

system to which the next section is devoted.
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(v) Government Borrowing from the Banking System.

The limit imposed on the Government borrowing by the Acts

establishing the seperate national Central Banks in East Africa are

divergent and may have a great potential for conflicts if monetary

and credit policies are to be harmonised. In Kenya a limit of £20

million is specified for total Government borrowing from the Central

Bank., This includes the,direct advances and the holding of Government

securities. In Tanzania short-term advances to the Government and

the holding of securities should not exceed 20 per cent and 25 per

cent of average annual ordinary revenue respectively. The Bank of

Uganda Act specifies 15 per cent of recurrent revenue as a limit on

direct advances to the Government. It does not impose any limit on

the holding of 'securities or total Government borrowing,"

Thëre are also certain limits imposed according to the maturity
structure of the securities. In Kenya the Central Bank can hold up

to £3 million of securities that exceed 12 months to maturity while
in Tanzania this should not exceed 10 per cent of annual ordinary

revenue. For Uganda a limit of 30 per cent of the Central Bank demand

liabilities is imposed on securities having more than 24 months to

maturity.

Tho important difference in the provisions regulating Government

borriwung in the three countries is that there is a link between Govern¬

ment revenue and its borriwung from the Central Bank in Tanzania and

Uganda while in Kenya there is a fixod absolute limit on the total

Government borrowing. The implication of this difference is that some

flexibility is provided in Tanzania and Uganda i.e. the Government

borrowing increases or decreases with the increases or decreases in

the revenue. There is also the possibility of having wider opportunity
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for expansionary policy. This is not possible in Kenya with that
fixed absolute limit. But even in Tanzania and Uganda the link between

the revenue and the borrowing has different basis. In Tanzania the

average annual ordinary revenue is defined, for the purposes of the

Act, as the average reveune for the preceding three financial years.
This means that the lending to the Government is based on the actual

performance of the Government revenue in the preceding period which

may or may not suit the requirement of finance for the current year.
In Uganda the estimate of current revenue determines the volume of direct

advances to. the Government. The possibility of inflating estimates by

the Government to increase its borrowing from the Central Bank is the
main weakness of this link. These are the legal stipulations for the

Banks with respect to their lending to Governments.

In the short period under review (1967-70) the Central Banks' loans
to the Governments are, for the most of the period, much less than that
legally provided for by the Acts of establishment. Table 28 shows the

Governments borrowing from the Central Banks while Table 29 sets out the

limits imposed on Government borrowing. These limits should be used

Table 28

Central Government borrowing from the

Central Banks (millions of
shillings)

Kenya Tanzania Uganda i

Deo. Govt.

- "
T

Govt. sec. Govt. Sec.
;

Advances secu- Total Advances & Treasury Total Advances & Treasury Total
rities Bills Bills :j

& T.
Bills

1967 - 72.2 72.2 19.0 45.1 64.1 22.0 151.0 173.0

1968 17.0 72.2 89.2 - 31.8 31.8 58.0 86.0 144.0

1969 - 70.9 70.9 - 148.3 148.3 - 182.0 182.0

1970 100.0 71.5 171.5 216.0 200.2 416.2 128.0 210.7 338.7j

Sources : Central Banks Annual Reports various issues.
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with caution. They are computed on the'basis referred to above but
as the estimates of revenue are subject to'continual revision the

limits calculated by the Central Banks (which are not available to

the author) may or may not coincide with the limits shown in the

Table below.

Table 29

Quantative Limits on Government

Borrowing form the Central Banks

(Millions of shs.)

Kenya Tanzania Uganda

Total Lending Direct ad¬
vances

Securities
& Treasury
Bills

Total Direct Advances

1966/67 240.0 130.5 163.2 293.7 144.8

1967/68 240; 0 149.5 186.9 336.4 145.9

1968/69 240.0 203.0 253.8 456.8 162.8

1969/70 240.0 228.2 285.3 513.5 17o.4

1970/71 240.0 265.1 331.3 596.4 175.5

Sources s Computed according to the provisions of the Central Banks'
Acts. Basis data obtained from various annual budgets.

These low levels of Government borrowings from the Central Banks
in East Africa may, perhaps, be due to deliberate Government policias.to
keep their Central Bank loans at low level. But despite this, the Govern¬
ment borrowing from the banking system as a whole., shows dramatic increases
in the period under consideration. It is more than quadrupled in Kenya
and Tanzania while it is slightly less than doubled in Uganda. The latter

began from an initially high figure which was its borrowing from ±ha-.Cur¬

rency Board. Table 30 shows that the reliance on trhe banking system for
Government finance is heavier in Uganda than in the other two countries.
In Tanzania the "policy of supporting the Treasury Bill Market adopted
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by Bank of Tnazania towards the end of the period accounted for most
of the large increases in.the total Government borrowing. The compa¬

ratively low level of Government borrowing from the banking system sys¬

tem in Kenya is, perhaps, due to the access to other sources of finance.

Table 30

Government Financing through the Banking

'System^

(Shs, Millions)

'

Dec. Kenya Tanzania Uganda

1967
'

72.2 106.8 191.6

1968 89.2 175.4 251.7

1969 130.8 332.0. 350.4

1970 371.5 ■ 568.4 568.2

Excluding short-term direct advances.

Sources : Central Banks' Annual Reports. Various Issues.

In 1967 and 1969 the internal debt in Kenya was greater than that
of both Tanzania and Uganda taken together. Theis was probably due to
the bornwing from financial intermediaries other than banks. Table 31

shows that the internal public debt is growing consistently in East
. Africa;. The Central Banks have contributed to that as they adopted
certain measures to facilitate Government borrowing through securities
and Treasury Bills.
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Table 31

Internal Public Debt in East Africa

(1966 - 70)
(Millions of
Shillings)

Kenya 1 Tanzania Uganda

Internal $
Debt

of Total
Debt

Internal
Debt

'Jc of Total
Debt

Internal
Debt

^ of
Total
Debt

1966 386.8 .. 18.3 261.6 27.8 235.6 22.0

1967 549.8 23.2 335.9 29.5 " 209.3 19.3

1968 723.4 29.7 455.5 39.2 - • - 283.7. ■ 25.5

1969 982.8 34.5 588.6 40.0 389.8 33.6

1970 1162.0 36.3 '819.9 44.1 661.5 41.8

Sources; Republic of Kenya : Economie Survey 1971.
The United Republic of Tanzania : The Economie "Survey 1970-71 .

Bank of Uganda Annual Report 1969-1970.

Table 31 also shows that the internal debt as a per cent of total

public debt is higher in Tanzania than in the other two countries.

Among the possible explanations for that are the emphasis laid on domes¬

tic sources of finance by the Government and the deliberate policies

adopted by the Banks of Tanzania to support the Treasury Bill Market.
In Kenya the internal debt (as a per cent of total public debt) is
lower than in Uganda in only two occasions viz ; in 1966 and 1970.

These divergences in the size and the rate of growth of the public
debt are due to the different Government policies adopted by the three
countries. They are likely to be amplified in the future as the legal
provisions for Government borrowing from the Central Banks are different.
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Prom this analysis of the monetary operations in East Africa it
is clear that a unified monetary policy is not feasible. In the next

chapter an attempt is made to provide a suitable alternative to that

as may be derived from the experiences of both the Currency Board

System and the Central Banks.

Chapter 9.

Monetary Policy and Economic Integration

in East Africa

(i) General Considerations :

It is contended earlier (ch.3) that monetary policy in East Africa
has two related objectives. One is concerned with-the seperate natio¬
nal economies and the other with the smooth running of the Common
Market and the Common Services. The latter had been fulfilled by the

Currency Board System despite its -passive role in the field of mone¬

tary and credit policy so the role of the Central Banks has to be

appraised in the light of their contribution to their respective coun¬

tries on the one hand and the Common Market on the other hand. In the

first place the split up of the Currency Union into three seperate

monetary systems resulted in the creation of specialized institutions

entrusted to pursue monetary and credit policies; to supervise; and
to control the banking system. In this respect the three Central Banks

have followed the monetary and credit developments in their respective
countries and adopted certain'measures to suit those developments as

shown in Ch. 3.,
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This would not "be possible under the Currency Board System.

Here lies the basic difference between the two systems. It is the

presence of national institutions responsible for the management of

money and credit. These institutions operate, more or less, on vir¬
tually the same economic structure as the Currency Board. The three
countries are economically dependent. The foreign trade sector still

represents a large portion of the Gross Domestic Product as shown in

Table 32.

Table 32

Exports and Imports as a per cent of monetary GDP

(1966-1970)

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Kenya 75.3 67.4 64.0 6O.5 65.7
Tanzania 78.8 71.0 68.6 64.8 70.4

Uganda
•

.....

64.6 63.6 60.5 57.1 61.4

Sources of basic data :

Republic of Kenya : Economic Survey 1971.
The Republic of Uganda : Background to the Budget 1970-71.
The United Republic of Tanzania : The Economic Survey

1970-71.

This is why the internal monetary and credit conditions are sub¬

ject to the fluctuations of the balance of payments. In fact, the
Central Banks as well as the Currency Board are not responsible for
this situation which is brought about by the economic structure. The

automaticity of the Currency Board had, for this reason, not created
any special relationships between the balance of payments developments
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and the internal economic conditions. But its passivity had left the

domestic income and the money supply susceptible to external influences.
The Central Banks, although subject to similar external influences,
they have used their powers to reduce or to eliminate the internal effects
of ithe instabilities generated abroad. That what has been done despite
the limitations, imposed on the Banks' abilities to pursue monetary

policies on the traditional lines. The lesson that can be derived
from the short experience of the three Central Banks is that good results

could be achieved through the direct credit controls such as the quan¬

titative limits on advances, ceilings on special categories o.f advances,
special deposits on imports or high margins on letters of credit toge¬
ther with the direction of credit to the strategic sectors. These
instruments have to be backed by thorough supervision and regular ins¬

pection to make sure that the Central Banks' policies are adhered to

as required.

The Central Banks are, thus, expected to preserve the required
stability for growth through sound monetary and credit policies. In
this respect the increase of the degree of sophistication in the economy,
the spread of banking habits as a measure to stimulate dishoarding and
to mobilize idle funds for economic development should have priority
over the other Central Banks object. They enable the monetary authori¬
ties to have control over the internal liquidity and hence enable them
to suppress t-he external influence on it. This is likely to happen in

the near future as the three Cehtral Banks pay great efforts to the

building of flexible monetary institutions. This is clear in the sup¬

port to the Treasury Bills markets and in the liberal rediscounting
facilities to banks. These efforts are connected with the liquid posi¬
tion of the banking system as elaborated on in chapter 3. In view of

that position the three Central Banks have urged the Commercial banks
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to extend credit to the local people, small African businesses and
to the rural sector. The direction of such facilities to those sec¬

tors which had been neglected by the commercial banks in the currency

Board epoch represents a departure from the traditional commercial
banks practices.

The foregoing discussion suggests that the difference between
the Currency Board and the Central Banks is that the latter have an

active role to play in the field of money and banking. This role

should not be exaggerated. It should be confined to the manipulation

of money and credit in a manner that does not disturb the economy.

As such monetary policies in East Africa are not required to change

the economic structure. In fact this is the task of all economic and

social policies. The role of monetary policy, in this context, is to

pave the way for structure changes through their contribution to econo¬

mic development. That may be in the direction of credit to develop¬
mental purposes, in the establishment of or participation in develop¬
ment banks or in. the promotion of banking business through training
and other facilities. In East Africa the Central Banks have not yet

involved to any appreciable extent on expansionary policy or long-term
finance for development. This is in line with their Acts of establish¬

ment which only permit short-term finance to meet temporary require¬

ments of the Central Governments. The restrictions on expansionary

policies are intended to preserve stability in the domestic prices and

to attain suitable level of foreign exchange reserves. In chapter 4

it is held.that these conditions are likely to be fulfilled if the

growth of the economy is accompanied by adequate rises in the

quantity of money. It is also suggested that the Central Banks used
their discretionary powers to eliminate deviations from the appropriate

quantity of money required by the growth of the economy. Had the three
Central Banks been able to control the behaviour of money and credit

in that manner, their monetary policies would probably not conflict
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with each other and so they would not. endanger economic co-operation.
In this short period the seperate Central Banks have adopted different

techniques of monetary management. In spite of that their policies
as regards the stability of the eoonomy are more or l.ss in line.

This, however, does not mean that a unified monetary policy will suit
the three countries. The obvious reasons for that are the variations,

in the rates'of growth of domestic income, money supply in the three
countries. Tha divergences in monetary policies are also made necessary

by the differences in the income velocities and money multipliers

(.discussed in ch.4), Tn the meantime deficit financing does not pose

any problems which may effect co-operation in the field of monetary

policy but it has a great potential for that as shown in chapter 4»

In view of all these factors, the three seperate Central Banks
may prove to be the suitable solution for the complexities that arise
from the divergent economic and social policies. In this regard Tan?-
zania has provided a good example. The political leadership in that

country considered the nationalization of the major economic activities
as essential for the mobilization of the community's resources for

development. In accordance with that all the commercial banks were

nationalized in 1967» That would not be possible under the Currency
Board or regional central bank.

Thus the seperate Central Banks have offered greater opportuni¬
ties for freedom of action to seperate countries. Any member of the

Community is free to adopt the monetary and credit policies that con¬

tribute much to its development. In fact the three monetary systems
have so far made small contribution to economic development. That
contribution has probably not alleviated the differences among the
three countries and hence not relieved the Community form the tensions
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due to those differences. There are, of course, other factors at work
and their influence on the move towards disintegration is greater

than the mere change in the monetary systems. In fact the causes of
that move could he traced back to the early history of the East African

Common Market. "An important feature of this early period was the

repeated attempts of the European settlers in Kenya to secure both

political and financial dominance in East Africa."76 Those attempts

appeerd to have succeeded in giving Kenya special advantages over Uganda

and Tanganyika which resulted in dissatisfaction dated as far back as

1920's among the partners. "There was opposition in Uganda and Tan¬

ganyika to the imposition of protective import duties and accusations

were made that Kenya was manipulating economic policies to her direct

benefit and at the expense of the other two countries."77 This indi¬

cates that the strains on the Common Market had their origin earlier

at the time when integration or closer co-operation would serve better

the colonial regime and the interests of the Uhitesettlers.in East Africa.

As economic integration under the colonial regime is essentially
different from that under the three independent countries, the move
towards disintegration would be amplified. More fervent issues than

those raised under the colonial rule are likely to be ventured. The

issues on which emphasis has been laid as sources of discontent among

the partners are the uneven distribution of manufacturing activities
in East Africa, the loss of customs revenue to Uganda and Tanzania

arising from the replacement of dutible imports by Kenyan products and
the persistent deficit in Tanzania's and Uganda's trade balance.
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Shortly before independence the Raisman Commission held the view
that "both Uganda and Tanganyika lost on revenue account due to the growth
of protected industries in Kenya.78 it proposed the establishment of
Distributable Pool Fund to effect some inter-territorial transfers

of revenue as compensation for the loss of revenue to Uganda and Tan¬

ganyika, But "what Uganda and Tanganyika want is not just extra revenue

but a share in the industrialization process taking place in East Afrca."79
As the Commission concentrated on the fiscal compensation rather than

the deep causes of the inequalities in the rates of growth, the strains
on the market were left intact. Kampala Agreement followed as another

attempt to reduce the imbalance of inter-territorial trade. The Agree¬

ment has provided for selective restriction of inter-territorial trade

in manufactured goods, the imposition of quotas by deficit countries
and the joint policy of industrial licencing. Professor Hazlewood

pointed out that "concern about the inequalities in development had some¬

how been transformed by the time of the Kampala Agreement into a con¬

cern about imbalances in inter-territorial trade."8^ This Agreement
was not ratified but inspite of that it had adverse effects on the

Common Market. It was held responsible for "the appearance of excess

capacity in Kenyan industry (with the threat of large scale redundances)
and the duplication of capacity in Uganda and Tanzania."81

The developments in East Africa after the Kampala Agreement threa¬
tened the very existence of the Common Market. Tanzania imposed uni¬

lateral trade restrictions against Kenya. That was beside the extensive

use of the quota restrictions by both Uganda and Tanzania and the break¬

up of the currency union.
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These developments led to the appointment of a special Commission
on East African Economic Co-operation.82 The Commission worked out
certain measures to maintain and strengthen the Common Market and
the Common Services. These measures were embodied in the Treaty for

East African Co-operation. The Treaty came into force on 1 December

1967. It provided for the decentralization of the headquarters of
the Common Services in order to effect income redistribution in favour

of Tanzania and Uganda. The Treaty permitted the imposition of trans¬
fer taxes by deficit countries as a measure to stimulate industrial

development.83 jn this respect the Treaty contained provisions for

the establishment of the East African Development Bank to enhance

industrial development in the member countries. The Bank has to reduce

the industrial imbalance in the Community and to promote the growth

of complementary industries in East Africa. The formula adopted for
the distribution of the Bank's investment is that.22l/2 per cent shall
be in Kenya and .383/4 per cent in ..Tanzania and Uganda. The less de¬
veloped partners, thus, benefit at least from the difference between
their contribution to the Bank (which is one third) and their shares
in its investments.

The Treaty almost covers all aspects of economic co-operation in
East Africa. It sets out provisions to alleviate the uneven distribu¬

tion of the costs and benefits of the Common Market and the Common

Services, to correct the inter-territorial trade imbalance and to solve
the problems of allocation and location of- industrial concerns. These

provisions are accompanied by the necessary legal, administrative and
constitutional machinery to cater for effective co-operation among

the members of the Community. In the field of monetary management the

Treaty has provided for the harmonisation of monetary policies to se¬

cure proper functioning of the Common Market. As the Central Banks'

experience is irreversible the only alternative to the unified monetary
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policy is the harmonization of the separate policies as will he
shown later.

8/]
Prom this very sketchy presentation of the attempts made to

keep the Common Market intact it is clear that the deep causes of the
move towards economic disintegration lie in fields other than monetary

policy. So the break up of the currency union is not an important caus

of the tendency to disintegrate in East Africa. The 'dissatisfaction

among the partners and the inter-territorial trade restrictions had
preceded the inception of the separate national Central Banks, The

advantages of the single currency could have been maintained fully had
the free inter-territorial trade, payments and the free convertibility
(at par) of the three currencies were preserve^. The three Central
Banks had for some time adhered to conditions fairly similar to that.

The introduction of the three seperate national currencies exchangeable

at par and the absence of exchange controls had provided a good but not
a perfect substitute to the Common Currency. The possibilities of

divergent policies that affect the internal v^lue of the currency and
the risk of exchange rate variation were still there and might have

probably introduced elements of uncertainty into the trade and payments

transactions.

On February, 1967 Tanzania instituted exchange controls against
the other partners and restricted the movement of its currency, Uganda

did the same on May, 3S 1970. Por Tanzania these measures were neces¬
sary to stop capital flight that might be initiated by the nationali¬
zation measures. In Uganda the decision was taken almost for similar

reasons. At that time the Government of Uganda decided to have a

controlling interest in the fields of banking and finance.
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Whatever the justifications given for those restrictions on free
movements of currency, their impact on the Community cannot he ignored.
In the first place the free convertibility of the three currencies

came to an end in those two occasions. What remained was the fixed

parity between the currencies which has no special advantage to the
East African Community. According to the International. Monetary Fund

(IMF) Articles of Agreement all countries have to declare the parities
of their currencies and to preserve the stability of those parities.
This is in order to facilitate international trade. So the adherence

to fixed parities alone offers no additional advantage to the Community

than that envisaged by the IMF. To secure that advantage the three
countries agreed on the adoption of a unified policy to keep their
currencies in line at the time of the devaluation of the pound sterling.

They decided not to devalue with the sterling but continued to peg

their currencies to it. In August 1971 Tanzania unilaterally pegged

her currency to the dollar while the other partners remained with the

sterling. This situation continued for only one week and then Kenya
and Uganda, for the sake of the Community decided to peg their curren¬

cies to the dollar. During that week banks in both Kenya and Uganda

stopped all transactions with the Tanzanian banks. The implications of

that represent a real threat to the co-operation in monetary sphere.
The very fact that the three currencies were not in line c.nd pegged to

different international currencies for sometime pointed out the possi¬

bilities of divergent policies with respect to currency devaluations
or revaluations in the future. That would probably lead to specula¬
tion against the three currencies even within the Community. Such a

situation would never arise under the Currency Board System which main¬
tained a common currency and a common banking system with all their

advantages to the Common Market. In order to retain some of these

advantages the seperate monetary policies should be harmonized.
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(ii) Harmonization of monetary policies in East Africa

There was some degree of harmonization of monetary policies
since the establishment of the three Central Banks. The agreement

on the free convertibility of the three currencies (at par) and
the regular meetings between the Banks' Governors for policy co-ordi¬

nation were among the first steps in that direction. Later on, the
Treaty for East African Co-operation specifies a minimum of four

meetings per year. The Governors in compliance with that continued

to hold their regular quarterly meetings to discuss matters of common

interest and to review their economic and monetary policies in order
to have a concerted approach towards them.

"The Co-operation among the three Central Banks has, from the
beginning, been close? also at the departmental and operational level.
For instance, the Banks maintain vostro and nostro accounts with each

other. Initially, the maximum balance that could be held by the banks
in their accounts was shs. 500,000/- and the minimun shs. 200,000/*-.
Any wxcess over the maximum limit had to be paid over to the creditor

Bank in Sterling via the Bank of England and any debtor Bank i.e. the
Bnak whose balance fell below the minimum limit had to replenish its
account by selling sterling to the Bank keeping the account with an

insufficient balance."85

It is clear from the above quotation that foreign exchange is

required to settle payments above certain maximum limit. The replace¬
ment of the replenishments through Bank of England by reciprocal credit

(to those accounts) does not change the picture substantially. Foreign
exchange is still the only means of effecting inter-territorial payment
above the prescribed limit. In this respect the efforts to harmonize
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monetary policies appear to have failed. The inability to agree

on payment for Tnter-terrxtrôrîal^trade-irt—locaT-currenGies is likely
to have adverse effects on the Community. This will be clear from
the following comparison between two monetary situations.

Under the common currency (or currencies freely convertible at

par) Kenya, which has a favourable trade balance, incurs losses of
foreign exchange as the payments for inter-terrirorial trade are

in local currencies. The gain in terms of foreign exchange to both
Tanzania and Uganda may offset their losses of customs revenue. This
is likely to be the case as foreign exchange is crucial for develop¬

ment. If the payment for inter-territorial trade is in hard curren¬

cies, Tanzania and Uganda will be in an unenviable situation. They
continue, at least in the near future, to have trade deficits with
Kenya and at the same time pay for their imports.from her in hard

currendies. This means a loss of customs revenue without any gain
in terms of foreign exchange to both Tanzania and Uganda. Such a

situation may lead to more discontent and threaten further the co¬

operation still maintained among the three countries.

Now, the trade transactions between the partners invlove a trans¬
fer of foreign exchange because of the restrictions imposed on the
movement of funds. According to Article 25 (and Annex VII) of the

Treaty for East African Go-operation there should be no restriction

on current payments and most classes of capital transfers between

the member countries. So the introduction of exchange controls in
the Community is in contravention of the Treaty.

The machinery created by the Treaty to cater for effective Co¬

operation in the field of Monetary policy has, of course, not succee¬

ded in preserving' the free convertibility of currencies (as a sojl^rt-i--^
tute for a common currency) and the free movements of funds in the'
whole region. Harmonization of monetary policies is, to my mindj
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required to cater for these aspects which are very important for
economic integration. This is beside other areas of Co-operation
such as exchange controls, interest rates etc. etc. In East Africa
harmonization of monetary policies is confined to the meetings of

the Governors of the Central Banks. In these meetings the Governors
review the economic situation in the Community in order to adopt

similar approaches to the problems of mutual interest. The Governors

may possibly have the opportunity to communicate their resolutions
to their respective Governments where the final decisions are taken.

So the harmonization of the different monetary policies, as provided
for by the Treaty, does not impose any limitations on the soverignty
of the three countries. In fact it is only a measure to indicate
how to avoid additional disturbances that may arise from divergent

policies. As the political systems are not radically the same, the
•major clashes of ideology" are likely to frustr .te any genuine efforts
for harmonization. In this situation the three Central Banks could

adopt certain approaches to the problems of harmonization that do not
lead to conflicts between the member countries. For example, the
Governors of the Central Banks could agree on the adoption of seperate

policies that are consistent with the growth of the seperate economies

in the manner shown in chapter 4. This will maintain domestic equi¬
librium in the three countries and so the seperate monetary policies
will be in line. The parities of the currencies will also be kept
in alignment as there will be no undue pressures on the internal and

external value of the three currencies.

The three Central Banks could also establish an inter-territorial

clearing house to facilitate the settlement of all payments for inter-

territorial trade in local currencies. The creditor country in this
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case debit the account of the debtor in her books. That should be

a part of the reciprocal credits between the Central Banks which re¬

quires rises in the maximum and minimum balances held with each other.

Such an arrangement may also enable the seperate banking systems to
meet the seasonal demands for credit in the three countries and provide

an alternative to the free movement of funds.

The creditor country, under this arrangement, loses in terms of

forieng exchange. Por example Kenya, which has a surplus trade balance
with both Tanzania and Uganda, has to accept local currencies instead
of hard currencies for that balance. Kenya may agree to that as long
as there are no further impediments to inter-territorial trade, other¬
wise there will be no point in sacrificing foreign exchange. So the
whole issue turns again to the basic problems of trade which will,

probably, continue to act as a brake on any move towards economic

integration.
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As to the effectiveness of monetary policy in East Africa, the insta¬

bility of the velocity of circulation and the relative inefficacy of the
rate of interest render monetary policy on traditional lines less effec¬
tive. But the short experience of the Central Banks prove that the depar¬

ture from those lines docs not inhibit the Banks from adopting monetary
and credit policies consistent with the growth of their respective econo¬

mies.

In view of this, the author believes that the seperate monetary poli¬
cies are unlikely to threaten effective co-operation if they continue to

preserve the required stability for growth. The harmonization of mone-

ta,ry policies, in this context, is required to ensure that the seperate

policies are in line, the parities of the three currencies are fixed and

to cater for inter-territorial clearing as elaborated on in the text.

Finally, the history of the Common Market in East Africa reveals that

the move towards disintegration had begun earlier and that the break-up
of the common monetarjr system came only at the climax of the dissatisfac¬
tions among the partners. The main causes of these disastisfactions arise

form the differences in the levels of economic development, the inequi¬
table distribution of costs and benefits, the inter-territorial trade
imbalance and the distribution of industrial activities. The various efforts

to strengthen the Common Market and the Common Services have not yet elimi¬
nated the tensions in the Community. It is, however, difficult, if not
impossible to get rid of these problems under seperate Governments adopting
different political philosophies. In such a situation the harmonization

of monetary policies is subject to the vagaries of politics and cannot

claim to offer to the Community more than a temporary relieve from the
tensions that may arise from divergent policies.
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Summary and Main Conclusions

It is evident, from this study which has reviewed the monetary deve¬

lopments in East Africa since 1961, that :

1. The Currency Board System had contributed much to the 'Common Market

in East Africa and that

2. the seperate monetary systems have not succeeded to secure the

advantages of the currency union.

The break-up of the common monetary system, as such, represented one

of the impediments to the efforts paid to keep the Common Market intact.

In this respect it is appropriate to note, once again, that integration
in the Currency Board epoch was maintained under a unified colonial rule.

This type of integration falls short of that required by the three sove¬

reign states. So the special relationships that existed before independence
should not be construed as a criterion for integration between three sepe-

rato and radically different Governments. In the field of monetary manage¬

ment, the desire to pursue autonomous monetary policies prompted the estab¬
lishment of the national Central Banks. At the same time the awareness of

the importance of the Common Market to the seperate countries and the desire

to preserve the close financial and commercial relations that continued

for decades made necessary the search for unified or similar approaches to

monetary problems. In this respect the possibility of unified monetary

policy is outruled by the very existence of separate Governments and the
differences in the rates of economic growth and in the other monetary vari¬
ables discussed in chapter 4»
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As "to the effectiveness of monetary policy in East Africa, the in¬

stability of the velocity of circulation and the relative inefficacy of the
rate of interest render monetary policy on traditional lines as less effec¬

tive. But the short experience of the central hanks prove that the depar¬

ture from those lines does not inhibit the banks from adopting monetary and

credit policies consistent with the growth of their respective economies.

In view of this, "the author believes that the seperate monetary poli¬
cies are unlikely to threaten effective co-operation if they continue to

preserve the required 'stability for growth. The harmonization of monetary

policies, in this context, is required to ensure that the seperate policies
are in line, the parities of the three currencies are fixed and to cater
for inter—territorial clearing as elaborated on in the text.

Finally, the history of the Common Market in East Africa reveals that
the move towards disintegration had begun earlier and that the break-up of
the common monetary system came only at the climax of the disàtisfactions

among the partners. The main causes of these disatisfactions arise from

the differences in the levels of economic development, the inequitable dis¬
tribution of costs and benefits, the inter-territorial trade inbalance and

the distribution of industrial activities. The various efforts to streng¬
then the Common Market and the Common Services have not yet eliminated the

tensions in the Community. It is, however, difficult, if not impossible
to get rid of these problems under separate Governments adopting different

political philosophies. In such a situation the harmonization of mone¬

tary policies is subject to the vagaries of politics and cannot claim to

offer to the Community more than a temporary relieve from the tensions

that may arise from divergent policies.
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Tatle 1-a

Nairobi cost of Living Indices (consumer prices)
(Base July 1964)

Year

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

Middle incomcC)
index

105.3

110.0

110.4

110.8

113.8

Wage earners
index

109.4

111.9

112.7

111.6

114.0

(2)

Notes

(1) The index was compiled from data derived from a survey
on the pattern of income, expenditure and consumption
of African workers living in Nairobi whose basic salary
wa.s within the limits £200-£750 per annum.

(2) The Wage Earners' Index of Comsumer Prices in Nairobi
measures the effect of price changes on the Average ex¬
penditure pattern of lower paid workers i.e. those ear¬
ning less than approximately shs. 350 Per month.

Source :

EAC s Economic & Statistical Review various issues.
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Dar-es Salaam Cost of Living Index of Goods and

Services Consumed by Middle Grade Civil Servants

(Base; September 1963 = 100)

• Year Index

: 1966 117.3

: 1967 122.7

: 1968 126.5 '

: 1969 128.0

: 1970 129.8
I *

Note :

The weights and. selection of items in the index are based on
family expenditure survey conducted in 1963 among middle-grade
civil-servants in Dar—es Salaam earning between shs. 8,000/-
and shs. 20,000/-per annum.

Source :

Central Statistics Bureau.
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Table 1-c

Par es Salaam: Retail Price Index of goods consumed.

wage-earners

: Year Index

; 1966 : 114.7

; 1967 116.6

Í 1968 122.0 ;

; 1969 124.4

: 1970 128.4

Note

The weights and selection of items in the index are
based on family surveys conducted in 1950 and 1957
among wage-earners in Dar es Salaam, earning between
shs. 1 ,200/- and shs* 4>000/-pcr annum.

Source

Central Statistics Bureau.
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Table 1-d

Kampala Cost of Living Indices

: Year High income^)
index

i ( 2)
Middle incomev

index

T (2)SLower income: :
index - ■;

; 1966 124 123 119
•:

; 1967 126. 128
.. 123 I

i 1968 134 129. ' 119 > ;

; 1969 142 139 : . 133 ;

; 1970 146 146 146 ;

Hot es î

(1) The index'applies to members of all races earning an annual
salary of approximately shs. 27,000 in 1963*

(2) The index a.pplios to skilled and semi-skilled workers earning
an annual salary of shs. 11,000 in 1963»

(3) The index applies to unskilled workers earning a salary of
shs. 150 per month in 1963• •

Source : •

Statistics Division, Ministry of Planning & Economic
Development•
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Table 2

Kenya : Money Supply

(K'fc'OOO)

Total Money
Supply

Average Quarterly
Money Supply

Corresponding *
Average for the *

Year- *

'• 1966
: Dec • 59,181 ;

12a
: March 57,979 58,580)

59,043]
61,093)

[ June 60,107
: Sept• 62,078 : 60,409 ;

Dec. 63,764 ; ! 62,921'
■

Í 1968 ;

: March 64,322 64,043) i
;

) June 62,925 63,624)
: Sept• 66,185 64,555) 65,142 S
*

Deo. 70,509 68,347)

; m. •-
'ï March 73,261 71,885)
*

June 72,578 72,920)
: Sept. 75,070 73,824) 74,134 S
*

Dec. 80,740 77,905)

! 1970 1.-.

: March 84,108 • -82,424)
I June 83,028 83,568<
: Sept• 86,599 84-814)

>
85,403

*

Dec. 95,013 90,8064

Source î Cent rai Bank of Kenya Annual Reports 1967-197"!»
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Table 3

1266

1967

1968
March

June

Sept.

Dec.

1969
March

June

Sept •

Dec.

1222
March

June

Sept.

Dec.

Tanzania : Honey Supply

(Millions of shs.)

1 Total Money
'

Supply
Average Quarterly
Money Supply

\ 1054.1 1123.1

! 1049.2 1051.7

; 1278.6 1163.9

: 1297.4 1288.0

; 1186.0 1241.7

1254.1 1220.1

; 1443.6 1348.9

: 1536.8 1490.2

Î 1316.7 1426.8

: 1439.0 1377.9

; 1661.6 1550.3
: 1798.8 1730.2

Corresponding
Average for year

869.0*

868.9*

1156.7

1325.2

1521.3

Provided "by Bank of Tanzania.
Source : Bank of Tanzania ; Economic Bulletins. Various Issues
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Table 4

(Millions of shillings)

Total Money-
Supply

Average Quarterly
Money Supply :

Corresponding |
Average for the*

year. *

j 1966
*

Dec. 672.8

! 1967
: March 670.6 671.7
*

June 611.8 641.2 :

: Sept• 607.2 6O9.5 647.1 :

: Dec. 725*0 666.1

1968
*

March 739*5 '732.3
: June 705.3 722.4
*

Sept. 748.0 726.7 746.9 ;
: Dec. 864.6 806.3

1269
*

. March 845.O 854.8
: June 773.1 809.1
*

Sept.. : . 844.9 809.0 844.5 ;
: Dec. 965.2 905.1

: 1970
*

March 972.4 968.8
: June 1,019*4 995.9
"

Sept. 1,036.0 1 ,027.7 1,015.6 •
: Dec. 1,103.5 1,069.8

%

Source î Bank of Uganda Annual Reports 1967-1971*
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Table 5

Cenya, : Commercial Banks' Loans and Advances

* *

Total loans

\ ' & advances
Average Quarterly " Corresponding :

Advances j the^oa/01" ï
S

••
«

•

Bee. | 57,586
♦

•
•

*

1966

: March i 58,762 58,174
•
•

*

June ! 62,949 60,856
'

•

•

ï Sept• : 63,323 63,136 60,396 ;•

Dec. 'Î 55,512 59,418 •

j 1967
: March : 59,707 57,610 •

*

June
• 61,174

'

60,441
ï Sept. : 61,266 61,220 60,976 !

Dec.
: ; 68,002 64,634

••

•

* 1968

: March ■i 70,750 • 69,376
"

Juno 1 67,842 ; 69,296
: Sept. ; 65,218 66,530 67,801 i
*

Dec. ; 66,788 66,003

!. 13§2.
• •

: March : 64,344 65,566 •

I June ; 67,722 ; 66,033 ••

: Sept. 68,987 68,355 : . 67,365 i
*

Dec. j 70,025' 69,506
'

•

1970

March ! 78,167 , 74,096
June ; 82,015' : 80,091.

•

Sept. J; 80,185 . 81,100 . 79,713 ;;
Dec.

s 86,943_ 83,564 0

Source t Central Bank of Kenya : Annual Reports 1967-1971•
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Table 6

Tanzania : Commercial Banks Loans and Advances

(Millions of shs»)

1965

Dec.

1966
March

June

Sept.

Dec.

1967

March

June

Sept.

Dec.

1968

March

June

Sept.
Dec.

1969

March

June

Sept •

Dec.

1-970
March

June

Sept.
Dec.

Tota.1 Loans
& Advances

926.8

819.4

878.8

993.2

869.7

746.7

687.. 1

831.0

818.1

689.8

705.6

985.O
.6

827.7

898.8
1 ,037.4

1,092.6

963.2

1,058,1
1,196.8
1,347.1

Average Quarterly
: Advances

873.1

849.1

936.0

931.5

808.2

716.9

759.1'
824.6

754.0

. 697.7

845.31
! 941.8

863.2

863.3

968.1
1 ,065.0

1,027.9
1 ,010.7
1,127.5
1.272.0

Corresponding
Average for

897.4

777.2

809.7

939-9

1,109.5

Source ; Bank of Tanzania Economic Bulletin Vol. II- No. 3 December 197
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Table 7

Uganda : Commercial Banks' Loans and Advances

(Shs. Millions)

•#
•

• Total Loans
•• & Advances

Average Quarterly
'Advance

Corresponding:
Average for :

••
•

•0

Dec. N.A N.A ■0
•

•

1966

March N.A N.A

•

•

June 982.2 N.A
0

0

Sept • 593.2 787.9 688.8
0

Dec. 585.4 589.6
0

-•
•

1967
••
0

0

March 657.8 621.6 •

-•

June 586.7 622.3
•

•
•

Sept. 524.8 555-7 585.8
•

T)pr< 562.5 543.7
•

•
0

1268
•
•

•
•

March 650.7 606.6 0

■ •

June 647.3 649.0
•

0
0

Sept. 570.8 609.1 620.4 •
•0

Dec. 662.8 616.8
0

' 0
0

1969
'0
0

■0
0

March 810.2 736.5
•m
•

'4

June 801.7 806.0 .

0

'0

Sept. 806.2 804.0 794.1 :
•0

Dec. 853.6 829.9
0

0
0

1970
•0
0

0
0

March 909.5 881.6
0
0

0

June 853.2 ■ 881.4
0

0
O

Sept. 802.2 827.7 858.0 !
■0

5 Dec. 880.3 841.3
0

0
0

Source : Bank of Uganda, Annua,! Reports. 1967-1971»
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only effective in the United Kingdom, the United States of America
and Canada.

Sir Cecil Trevor, CIE, Report on Banking in the Gold Coast and on
the Question of setting up a National Bank. (Accra : 1951)

The Report was against the inception of a central bank in the
Gold Coast. The reason was that the institutions necessary for the
effective operations of the central bank were undeveloped. The
Report is fully discussed in W.T. Newlyn and D.C, Rowan, Money and
Banking in British Colonial Africa, (Oxford 1954).
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Another report concluded that it would "be inadvisable to
establish a central bank (in Nigeria) because the "financial en¬
vironment hardly exists". That was Pisher Report to the Nigerian
Government, 1952. Por a detailed treatment of Pisher Report see
C.V. Brown, The Nigerian Banking System, (London; George Allen and
Unwin Ltd., 1966).

(37) W.T. Newlyn, "Money Markets", a paper submitted to the University
of East Africa Social Science Conference, December, 1966 page 1.

(38) Newlyn & Rowan op.cit.
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Bank of Tanzania, Economic Report December, 1967 PP. 14-22.
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(42) For example in 1966 the expatriate banks in Uganda, Tanzania and
Kenya wanted to replace borrowing from the Central Banks for bor¬
rowing from abroad because of the high interest rates in London.

(43) Mr. D.N. Ndegwa, Governor of the Central Bank of Kenya held a
different view. In speech given to a meeting of Kenyan Ambassador
and High Commissioners on 10th March, 1969 Be said "I am sure that
my request to the commercial banks to stop advances for speeding
up payments of imports played no little part in getting the situa¬
tion back under control." See extracts from that speech in Centra]
Bank of Kenya, Economic and Financial Review vol.1, No.2,
January-March, 1969 pp.15-16.
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1956 revised 1962 and 1964 as "The Banking Act." Uganda, The
Banking Ordinance, 1957 revised 1962 and 1964. Tanganyika, Banking
Ordinance, 196O.

(46) "In May 1971 > President Idi Amin modified the 1970 proposals and
announced that the Government had decided to take only a 49i° in
the four banks". See for details ; African Dev. Sept., 1972., p.55.
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1968 p. 21. ~ ~ " " "
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reserves as adequate and more than the minimum provided for in the
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(54) Banks can call back their surplus balances to meet their obligations.

(55) "Turning to specific credit needs, it is evident that credit for
the movement of crops is fairly well organised while agricultural
credit for such other purposes as purchase of fertilizers and
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Millions of shillings

63.6
26.0
0.3
2.2
0.9

Source : Bank of Tanzania Monthly Statements of Assets and
Liabilities.

(57) The same arrangement as "money employed scheme".
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